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4.

'GrUjape. VI, 

Preamble.

„	 GrUppe .VI 0 hae . certain unique. features r	 the
14eridergtuppen of Atilt VI; it was the only :Gruppe te :retain .
the same' . designation the ought:kit its ' his torys ' suffering in
add.itibn lets territorial medification :than any ,other Gruppes

•as ,i t Was sinoe tts reation responsible for. the Far . East sand
•the 1.1SSR,- the .only changeS' being that It • surrendered the Baltic

• States to .Ant III in the' cbUrse Of 1941, : balanced' by the absor-
PtiOn . in the same year of the 'Near and. Middle 'East 'from the then

.Grtppe VI D,. The 'Grippe 'covered the= 'Widest sphere of "all the
Laendergruppen and from the start of the .Russierr..campaign -was .

. the rgodt .importp.nt in the 'Apt, fer . l'inmiediate- operational purposes.
s Ae .sa result of the chittigirig fortunes in the war on the Eastern
Front; the Gruppe uriarvient frequent internalre,Organisationi.,,	 •epeo,i.allsr in the last year of its ex:IStence when the changes
were so frequent* and. SO' sweeping as to be 'difficult to unravel;

4. Nor is it surprising that as its spheres . 'ef ' interest offered , so•
,. few- points of contact with the 'Western' Allies except in the •

EiiStr..cOnipatitrelk little' was known of the Grappe, even
at the final collapse, What' 5• now known of , ,the .a.ctivities of Gruppe
VI C in Eastern. urope and, in the Far East has been learned. only since

, the surrender' s ' and	 scorifinea,. to the later
ypa.rs with the result that there 'are still many gaps in our present
•aiowledgeS . ' Which Pd' are net likely to be .filled 'to any . great extent.
The following"reVieW 'oP• th development of Gruppe VI 0' must . .theref ore
be read.with these reservations in mind, 	 .

;



PART I  - THE DEVELOPMENT as, GRUPPE VI 0 1939-4.5 

A.	 The Situation at the Outbreak of War,.

. 1.	 • . The General Position of Aitt VI.
Overriding any particular Oon.siderationt which affected

the course of Amt VI .activity in the different territories under rev-
iew was the general position of the Amt on its creation in 1939. It
has been pointed out in the Liquidation Report on Gruppe VI E that
only in the case of that . Gruppe was there any . .previous activity on
the part • of the old SD-Ha.upta.mt which lent itself to immediate devel-
opment in 'the creation of the new Amt. It must ever be borne in mind'•
that the Auslandsna.chrichtendienst was a new venture on 'the' part of
the SDI,. and prior to the outbreak of war no 'groundwork had. been. • estb-
lished in any theatre in . Europe-or • outside it, apart frixa Eastern and
especially §.,euth-Eastern:Europe. The .Amt began its work therefore •
under . enormous iitial ipadvantages .0 -which were in . no way Alleviated.
by the attitude ....the ,Abirehr and. the Foreign Office, nor by the weak-
nest; of the first: , Aratsebef, JO.ST.... An added oemp.lioation . was the
shortage of personnel ;with. the necessary background and. knowledge of
foreign coun-triesr. S.,:facstor •ofpecial importance in dealing with
.GrUppe . VT 0 in..ap far as it '; de.alt with . counies such 'as •Japan, China,
the Dutch East ..1ndies; Turkey,. S yia,. etc. . In . approaching the	 •
qu.c.istion :° 	 .oRerations in such territory therefore, one must
not. look r'or. , any prepared. plan at the .outbreak of war;. such. plans
simply did . net exist. Tha German principle . of concentrating on one
point at a time ..applied. equally' well in , its intelligence as in. its

• . military. operations. The., SchwerPunkt in the, first years of the war
was remote from, theyar and Middle East, , .and.it was . not until the
summer of' , 114.1 . that Gruppe 'VI .0 became. imp.oriant as .a .result . of the
Russian campaign, Characteristically enough the main effort of. the
Gruppa Was concentrated then on "Unternehmen Zeppelin"... When that
effort failed ; it wat top late...to exploit other territory such.as Persia
And. Turkey to. remedy the deficiency,..	 .	 .

.	 TheLa....eation	 1.19 9 *-•	 . •
. .The original Gruppe 	 which 'was a•Amall.one had a

Simple internal 'organitation ..on the followirigainesv-

Gruonenleiter.	 motStubaAIETI141210i 	 ,
Referat

VI 0 1
VI ' O 2
VI C 3

Referent

Russia.	 Has tuf WESTERNHAGEN
Baltic States. Ostuf FOELKERSAM
Far East.	 Haschaf H1N1EY

The Gruppe had few personnel and. had no Beauftragte outside of
Germany, f or lea ons which are self-evident, in view of the territory
allote-d to it. Little is known of its activities at this early
stage, but it is not difficult to appreciate the situation with
which the Gruppe was faced. It is to be noted that Turkey and
the Near East did. not come under the control of the Gruppe but were
dealt with at that time by Gruppe VI D. (See Appendix I)

.	 Ref erat VI 0 . 1 and. Russia.

In Russia the Foreign Office under Ribbentrop had just
brought off its greatest triumph in the signing of the non-aggression
pact which had. temporarily removed the threat from the East and. allowed.
the Army to concentrate on Poland.. Ideologically speaking, however:
the 'two countries were still diametrically opposed., and. the situation
was generally delicate enough for the Foreign . Office to take a. strong

-- y
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line against any attempt by the new and much scorned Amt VI to
indulge in any activity which might jeopardise an uneasy truce.
In any case the purely.physical barriersimposed by-the Strict
Russian security measures made it virtually iMPOssible for JOST
to introduce any . representatives . intothe country under any. cover,
apart fromdiplomatio, which could. onl5i have , been.:Obtained with
Foreign Office apprOval l and in that connection it is safe to say
that it Would have been easier. for JOST-td 'Pass a camel through the
eye of a needle.- AMt VI there:fere had . 40 direct lines into Russia
itself, an achievement it shared with .the Abwehr at the tipe, as at
a meeting between the SD and Abwehr*TreSentativesteld atPrague
in early'1940, it was . stated that not one single source of: information'
Was:available te the GIS in Russia itself... 'It should be noted .•
however that before. and after thp.creation . af : the RSHA, the-Gestapoamt
had.been active in its security functions against the

•
Early Amt VI work . againstRussia was therefore conducted

entirely fromoutside the country, and it the original organisation
of Amt yrwas not direetly (oontrolledloy dImluni,e vi p. it has been
eXPIained in the Liquidation Report on Gruppe VI A that under that
GPI:401)0 . in the period 1939-1O were the Beauftragte controlling the Ant

Referenten in the SD-Abschnitte throughout Germany. B

	

IS&held. the position of Beauftragter III Ost, and in 	 s
capac ty controlled the following 'Amt VI . Referenten at their respective
SD-Leitabschnittev-	 .•	 .v

,	 .

45-Leitabschnitt ;Danzig	 Hastuf BIROHS (later Beauft-
' 	 ragter Finland.)

•Uatuf .	KURMIS (later of Unter7
.	 nehmen AJON in

..	 :!. Iran.
tOwioe	 : Ustuf . MATYSINK

.-1------C122-4-galleZ--'g ' Ustuf	 LIST .)...
-*•o'°'.-Im•t............P.a.na....a.	 Ustuf . IME1ROIM5 (later• '

..e	 "	 Breslau	 Haituf KLEINERT (later of
,• Gruppe VI A)

KdS	 Cracow	
. .
' Hastuf KIPKA . (later Abt VI• u -BdS Lwow).

The fUnction of these Referenten was the collection of
information regarding Russia from the interrogation of travellers and
merchant seamen passing between the two countries; their reports were
sent to Mit 'VI ' with copies to . SALISCH at Blomberg. The Referenten
maintained close liaison .between themselves and held regular conferences
at • B] 	 under SALISCH. This aptivity continued until September
1949 when SALISCH was relieved of his position; (SALISCH later became
Polizei Praesident in Blomberg and was shot s by. the Germans in February
1945 as a result of his deatire . to surrender Blomberg tä the Russians),
and thereafter the Referenten .acted independently and more positivelT
by attempting to establish their awn contacts with suitable personal-
ities in commercial, industrial, and scientific circles. It need
hardly be said . of course that operations of this type did not.phoduce
much intelligence of any value. 	 -

L.	 Referat VI C 2 and -the Baltic States.: ,_	 ...	 . •
Little is known of the work of Referat VI 0 2; it is

to be presumed owever that m this-Referat ‘ based its work on the former
activity of...-th	 ocks+  lle Tilsit 'which had been created in 1938

. When. the first attempts at 	 .Auslandsnachrichtendiepj were made.
The . Blockatelle had.been under the =nand of Stu 	 . who was
to . becoMeGruppenleiter VI 0 by 1944 and .ost impor nt figure
in the historycf.the Gruppe. It is . tojbe noted however that:JOST
did not appoint any. Hauptbeauftragter to the Baltio States, again no
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doubt owing to the influence of Russia, whose interest' in. that
sphere had become most direct after the Pplish campaign and the
resulting partition in Eastern Europe.' The exception was the
posting of Hastuf SCHOENEBECK to Finland, later to-be replaced by
Stubaf . BROHS. , Finland however eventually passed to Gruppe VI D as
a Scandinavian country, and the activities of BROHS there are dealt
with . in the Liquidation Report on that Gruppe.- . •

5.	 Ref erat VI C 3 and the Far Eaat:

. Japan,' as one of the-Tripartite, Powers, was in a. position
similar to that of Italy, where the' Fuehrersberfehl preyented any .open
Amt VI.,activity until the Italian collapse. Espionage activities agaipst
Japan were therefore not officially.encouraged,.but . even apart fram that
major consideration the position of Amt VI as,fear asthe Far,East was
concerned *as one where the normal difficulties facing the other Laen-
dergruppen were,. greatly accentuated. The SD had no previous activity
or even interest in that sphere which Amt VI could develop, while the
'personnel problem itself was insuperable.. .If it was difficult -for the
much more, immediately important Gruppe VI D 	 G at the time ,under
review)-to find . officers with sufficient . background knowledge Of the
U.K. and the U.S.A. to set about . its task with any ,competenae,'Gruppe

' "VI. C'had.little chance of improving on that state of affairs. /ndeed
it was not until . the major reorganisation of the Cruppe . in the Suer
of 1944 that any specialists' in'the Far East were intrqduced into the
Gruppe. The liaison between the twp Allies was at the: b-eSt	 official
one, and the rabial and ethnological differences between them was such
as to create a lack of interest exoept in the military sphere. In any
case - theFarllast .was too,remote from Germany for any special effort to

: :be: directed in that direction. Information on the Fax East; including
China and the rotch East Indies, was obtained through official channels
from the Japanese; no Amt Vi representatives were sent, to that
theatre; the only MIA representation being throUgh the apAintment in
4942 of the Polizei Attache, MEISINGER, a Bavarian friend of MUELLER,
and quite incompetent from the intelligence point . of view. It is
significant' that at this early stage the Referent for the Far East
'was -a mere Untorscharfuehrer.

Changes before the Summer of 1,941.

Before the major change in the Gruppe took place with
the start of the Russian campaign in June 1941, there were several
changes of a . minor character, with however only slight significance.
VIETIRGHOPF-SCHEEL had-been replaced by'Ostuba 	 Gruppen-

-. leiterl ' VOLLHEIR later to be involved in-Tn7e.a eged finanoial scandal
. round JOST, which was to be used, for an excuse for the latteris
''removal' from Amt. VI by the' summer of the year, The Far-Eastern.
"Referat . had bean-strengthened. by the appointment Of Ostuf WEIRAUGH
' as Referent. 'Apart from these changes, the general character of the
'Gruppe remained unchanged, though .the preparations for the Russian
campaignhad prompted. scme intensification of effort, 	 that.

	

	 .
eountry, 'but-mainly through the Abt. VI Roforat of th:

"dfas-which had succeeded in establishing certain 	 WiIi
Tiliqy and Roumania aS bases. .The situation however changed entirely
'in the summer of 1944. 	 .	

. .

B.	 Developments after the beginning, of' the Russian Campaign
•

1.	 Reorganisation of the GrUppe 

The turning point in the hi.story: of, Gruppe VI C came
in the sumiaar of 1944 as a result of several independent factors,

'There Was of 'course the Russian campaign which resulted in a concen-
* tration of effort against that country, and which led to the creation

, cf Unternehman ZEPPELIN, the most intense and.coordinated'effort
undertaken by hny Laendergruppe of Amt VI. TheGruppe for that reason,	 •	 •

•



•.
VI c	 Turkey, Iran; Afghanistan

VI C 13 The Arab countries

OlinACK.

alone. became the most important 	 the• Amt, , and. 	 degree of
coordinatiOn of' work between'Anit VI and the armies - Li the field
reached a	 which.was,not parallelled in any other theatre of
war, The.UnternehMen Zeppelin, which i8 .dealt with in Part II,' .
had. certain,..novel features not met . with, elsewhere in the •Arat. AlMost.
simultaneous With the beginn4.ng of the campaign was . thf) virtual .
accession cifSOVE'LLENBERG as ,AmtSchef,with the resultant clearing .
out of JOST's 0.16. 1.3rigade which in . Gruppe VI C involved the dismiSsal
of voizagim,.44a- the appointment Of ,agAzrE. A further. important .
feature was the ,assimilation of Turkey and the Near East from Gruppe
VI D and Grupe VI E, 'while with the rapid oeoupation of the.
States, that 'territory passed , over to the . ,00ntrol, •of Amt
the Gruplie. .. S	 rete.ined interest , 	 , •,.	 '

• •	 •
2,	 The I..n.inuenQe Of •GRAIFE.,	 •	 .1i

r.	 C

, •	 The effect of GRAVE! s appointment as d.ruppenleiier was
greater -than that . 'of SORELLENBERG as Amtschef. GRAEFE had been Leiter
of the Blockstelle Tilsit in 1938, and was sasegnently head of the
SD-Unterabschnitt there until 194Q,. but it is not :clear what .his position
was 'in Arat VI prior to 'his - appOintment . as druppenleiter VI O.. It is
knov:m. ,thatui ,192.4.0 he ,had .been connected with the then Gruppe VI G,
acting or a spell as 'Referent for the U.K., and. even as Gruppenleiter
in place of the incompetent D.A.1.,IPELDT .soon after SCliELLENBERG's arrival.
His interest' however was in the. East, and with his appointMent as
GrUppenleiter VI C that interest Idas granted full scope. ,GRAEFE was
a man oli :Oonsicierable. ability and. enterprise and it Was ch.efly due
to his direCtion ,that the Gruppe developed considerably, in the , course
of the 0.13..Cking year" especially izi the Unternehmen Zeppelin. His,
main . effort was directed against Russia, and. to a lesser extent in the
Near Fast ae a baSe", for further, aotiliity against that coUntry. „His
pet plan Was the Creation of : a decentralised German cOritrol in the •,
U1a'ainei: : 6-41 1 eziterrise Whioh met with little .support AP t.4e...Faroigni
Office, The subsequent ,deVelopment, of GrUppe VI p,..reVolves very, largely
round the personality of GRUPE. ..

3.	 Or*e.nisation in 1941. 

The Gruppe before the end- of the year-1941 was 'reorganised
on the follaging ,

Grupunleiter 
• ..„,.	 ,

Ref	 erat .	 , .•
VI C 1	 Russian and Baltic .States

VI C 3	 ini.raine.
,

VI 0;476 j'aPark
VI C 7-6 014*.
VI 0 9	 ganehulCup and 14•OngOlia	 . lHastuf
VI a, 10 Thailand 'and prenCh Indo-Chiria
-VI C 11 Dutehand.	 •	 .	 •	 •

Stubaf

Referent 

.Rego.liat:.GEFtGONSbiriN..	 .

•

• •	 :1.•

It will be .noted that VI 1 , and	 2 were merged together, while
GRAEFE's interest the Ukiitine was manifest . by. the creation of a
special Referat .,VI C 3. to deal , with that territ,ory. The many sub-
divisions :in the Pa,r ,Eastern . territory d.id not however indicate any
increased activity in that Sphere, as is eiridenced by the fact that
the Ref erat had a common Referent,



4.	 The Near East Prior to Grippe VI C Control. 	 .

(a) , The General position at the outbreak of 

.	 •	 .
No special importance had been attached to the

Near and Middle East as a theatre at eSpionage activity, by Amt VI in
the early days of the war, in spite of the obvious advantages offered
by Turkey as a neutralcountry from which speeial ' efforts could be
directed against the fertile field that the Arab speaking countries
offered for espionage and subversion, There was no subtle reason
for this lack of interest, and. it is not necessary to go any further
than the general weakness and . inefficiencY at the Amt as a whole to
appreciatd-the situation. There was 'n0 well defined Amt VI poliaY
regarding the Near Fast and the difficulties Of personnel, training,
and background must always be borne In mind. It wag not until the
summer of 1940 that the Amt made its first efforts at penetration
in the Near and Middle East, and these efforts bore all,..the hall-
marks of JOST's haphazard and normally futile nothodei . theugh curiously
enough in this theatre the developments turned out better than Amt VI
direction of affairs warranted.

(b) MOYZISCH and DUPLITZER in Turkey:-.

ZIScL ved' in Ankara	 representative
in June 1940, .being fo awed sh rtly afterwards bIW	 who took
up his appointment at Istanbul-. . By early 	 MOYZISOHpH had succeeded
in .establishing himself in the country with good relations existing 	,.
between himself and:theForeign Office representative there, in itself,..
no mean feat, His activities however were confined to Turkey itself
on which oeuntiiy he was required to submit regnlar political reports.
There had been no question of using the country . ai a . base of operations
against the netghbouring Arab eountries. For reasons explained in
Part III, MOYZISCH„adopted a:policy of caution - in his affairs in Turkey,
which in the absence of any precise ins truotions from LANGIOTZ then
Referent'VI D • 4' . controlling Turkey; Was' in fact the best "policy peasible
in the oircumstanoes andliKhich was to bear fruit in the ensuing years
DUPLITZER hoWeiver had acted" more in the normalfashion of the Amt VI
Beauftragte with the usual results of friction and bad:feeling.

,

GAMOTHA and MArtin". Periia, •

kfri
The	 ta	 ounding the recruitment,

training and despatch o.AMOT.an	 YR to Persia; where they' arrived
in October 1940, are dealt with in diaratail in Part IV, as they
are characteristic, of the Method or lack of method adopted by Amt VI
in its early work. Little need be said of this early work, for the
inefficiency of which. 'they had eery valid excuse in the circumstances.
By tip 'time both SCHELLENBERG and GRAEFE had taken over their new
appointments, the Russian'campaign:hhd begdn, • the'aborttie Arab
revolt took place soon afterwards, an almost immediate consequence
of which was the, occupation of Syria and later Persia by British and
Russian troops, an event which took the German colony there completely
by surprise, including MAYR and GAMOTHA.	 As far as Amt VI was
concerned, the event, brought to an end their representation there,
and with the Main 'effort of.Gruppe VI.0 now directed:towards the
Eastern Front, the fact was accepted with resignation and without
any alternative plan, 'a lack of foresight which - hardly merited datLóh
Windfall of MAYR's . samewhat dramatic, message through • Tekio more
than a year later.' By ' the , end of 1941 MAYR and • PAMOTHA: were just
'missing' as far as Gruppe VI 0 was concerned.. 	 •

(4	 • The Near and Middle East by . the end of 1941.
' • "

On the reorganisation of GruPpe VI , 0 In 194'1.
therefore Ref erat VI-0 . 12 had a fairly strong outpost in Ankara and

( 0 )
•



,
a •weak ,one. in Istanbul, two ii) trained but enthusiast ic Agents in Iran
who were soon to disappear, and no plans for the fUrther 'eXPloitation
of the two; countries.. VI 0 13 cotpetent for the ArE4. 09untries had
neither rePrese;Itati es nor plans.- The potential advantage that Vichy-

occdpied Syria had *ered had didappeared on the oecupaton vtie the .
country by Allied: Forces in June 194.t. Efforts irilE4* inade however
under GRA.En t a diregtion to improve the situation. .It, vas .pl'anned,
at first. .tQ instruct MOYZISCH to .extenct: his sphere of iteiest beyond
the borders . to Turkey, but on the latter! s protests',
sent FAST to Ankara to operate under MOYZISCH,. but with 'tit'
assignment of using Ankara as a base for penetration into the'neigh,.

• • the :other . deyelopment of note was the appointment
of Haatuf SOHUBALIC as Referent.f or VI. C',12. ; ..$01TPAQK • *a.s ''subsequently
to become, closely identified with all, further. ArT6 'V/ eff Ortk	 the• -
:Near and Middle , East.

of Gruppe Vi 0 1.942.'43.: 

-DevelopMent . o.fl44,11;t4Tehme.n3plapplin  in 1942:'
•

• 7

The main feature of Gruppe . VI p 491:7-QI4rnent- during I 942:
and 1943 was the expansion of Unternehmen Zeppelin, which"'becaMe a.vast • •

. enterprise covering the whole Russian Front. Being essentially an
operational : enterpriPe thP,Unternehmen*develpped in..the4aginal stages

of , .Gruppe'VrC under the denomination of VI C (Z), coming
however under ,the . direct supervision of GRAEP.T . himt elf With  .tlibaf 	 •

m • r Ia aesistant ' the' : aat ter being. by • thia.timelieferent . of:.. the
J tow dem. ,9d, .4ie.01406 VI C 1-3 .	 The • actual • commander . of
Cetub4,1•Lt MO lir later ..liaisen officer Under: GrUppe Vt. A ,lieitht ••-t4e:7 or€401

, in the tast, 4i:740414 along very favourable 7:

lined after the beginning of-the, ,GerMan .„Spring offensive • in '1,942, arid;Trith
deep penetration into Russian territory; . 1t8elf , .little • attempt was made
,at,anx ,expleitatioh_at this stage'into:theUSSR from other . batds. o duch as
turkey 4nok: Soandinavia% . - -ft was not until later in 1943 thatofforts .7 •
- were fll ..Ade to infiltrate Georgian agents. into . the pailoasus.':•thro4g11:•::
Turkey with Turkish connivance With the German aill46 a otitside(§ ta:_Ungrad
by the ,Autumn and Rommel driving into Egypt in the Sdffiluer, it looked as
if the .aprA00.a .-tivp . neglect of the Mid4e 	 bo justified.2.••.

,	 ,•.	 ,
,DevelOpments:in..the ;Near .-ariallptidale East:• •	 •
With the main s eff ort: of the Gruppe itself still 'conconikated

in VI . 0 (z), developments. in the Middle . andqieär East were Convex tively
minor 'in Character. Notable, however, Was the despatch . .-of 8 . 	 Olkt
to Istanbul in June 1942 to operate . •here:04 behalf • of Amt Vi in equal
status with MOYZISCH in Ankara. ViOtPe mad e41 .. .A4-IV.oaioer and had con-

, Orderable experience in that Ant; his..assignrdent . reflected the development
of ts;i13-t VI policy in Turkey as apart from the Normal Amt. VI functions . he was

•.4.34tructpd, to . 13tipt,k4 special effOrts to establd..s4 close working relations

	

.Intelligence Servaco	 ThiS' assignment had the . . apecial
nterpet.pf both . SOBELIWNEERG y and ORAEFE 0, :both of • whom saw possibilities

• in :Oploiting Turkey's f ear .;of Russia to the -. advantage Of Amt-VI.: Another
appointment ofintereSt was that of Has ttl.f MOHR, previously of Gruppe VI
.D, . to . Ankara: to evaluate fer.Amt ' VI the reliabili ty of the PASHA . 4na. REMO
.organisationi. ,..whibh were the mai4 soUrbe sH of information' t 67:the,. Amt on the
Near East., These : organisations, which hOwever were not Amt VI enter-

:prides, -;.4/76 . dealt .with : in 'Part.
.	 •	 •

• •	 ,	 ••

	

, .	 There was still however, apart from the work of FAST
Ankara 	 is known, •. nä . Eq.eat .. 'effort • t&têxiiloit . the Near
East md the .4 .64.abio :countrfee ,	 on from ny
source tha .VFAST was in any 'way suCceidfdrin Whatever dotivityhe:was
engaged in. The two Arab subversive leaders, the Grand Mufti and
Raschid Ali, whose escape from Turkey wasengineered by MOYZISCH, were
not to become prominent until 1943 .

bouring Arabic countries,	 .



'Unternehmen Otto' and the Middle East.

Reference has already been made in the Liquidation Report
on Gruppe,la F to the oreatien in August 1942 of the . special Refera:b
VIVO in Gruppe VI F to be known as Unternehmen Otto, This Referatt
with executive functions over a,wide sphere (Rifting acroba . the
Laend@rgruppen, reflects the confused. policy of Amt VI at the tiMe in
the Near East,, Hastuf MANDL was Referent for the Nheres-Ost'heferat,
and it was under this ill,conecived organisation that the first sign.
agent-missions made their appearance in the Near East. This however was
not manifest until the Summer of 1 945, with the despatch of agents
through the VI F/0 subordinate formations in Greece - Dienststellen
2000 and 3000,

4c	 The Crisis in late	 :
•

The crisis of the war for Germany was in the late, Autumn,
of 1942 with the failure to take Stalingrad and the.suecess	 '
Allied counter attack at El Alamein. That 'crisis affected Grupe VI 0
in a most immediate sense, as both these theatres were' under the control
of the Gruppe, and the Gruppe, like the German High Command., had virtually
staked everything, on the success of these military operations. The, ..
failure found the GruPpe forced to improvise where.improvisationshould
not have been necessary. The neglect' . dfthe Near East .in"i'93-4.2 'w
to tell in 1943. Of the Far East it need only' be said-that it continUed
tb play its 'unimportant role.	 •

5c	 MAYMs Bolt from . the-Blue -

A ray of hope in the critical closing months 001942 Came from
Tokio, whence 'arrived. by a most oirouitous route in August 1942 the-message
fr	 tR,4 10 t' in Persia since 1941, informing the Gruppe that both he,
a	 e former I-Luft representative in Persia, had been actively
eggflrreparing the ground in that Country for further exploitation
provided speedy help was forthcoming. The importance of this independent
activity of MAR and SCHULZE in Iran cannot be minimised when it is exam-
ined in the light of the general,war situation in August 1944 The
German armies were fighting in the foothillS of the Caucasus and at the gates
of Egypt, Had either army been able to break through, all the elements
which-precipitated the rapid fall of Norway, France and the, Low Countries
in 1940 were operative in Iran, the vital link between Russia and the
Western Allies, The success of the Fifth Column prepared by WOOR in the
north and SCHULZE in the south depended either on the success',of the
military operations or on speedy help by parachute operations, As events •
turned 'out, the autumn of 1942 saw the turning point in the MilitarY,
sphere which was not balanced by effective action by either Amt VI . or the
Abwehr in Iran.' Nevertheless', -MAYR's message offered an opportunity, and
1943 saIrthe attempt to take advantage of it,'

evelonments in 19qi3,

(a) 1943 . aw-the-.emphasis on , VI C(Z) lessened,.and.the.
efforts to find'alterhative,soope*in the Near '. and Middle Mast: . In June
1943 MUM sent . two agents to . Syria . through Dienststelle 3000 with the
vague mission 'of carrying out sabotage and moral Subversive activities,
a mission which failed completely. 'In the following month, SVEDKOWIQZ,
a Pole, was sent from the same source to the Middle East with instructions
to pass himself off . as a Polish refugee with a .view to being reOrdited into
the Polish forces -in that theatre, thereafter to carry out subversive
propaganda - a mission which met the same fate as the first. Soon after-,
wards VITY0 ceased to exist, and the subordinate,formatichs ? DienStstellen
2000 and 3000; came under the control of Gruppe VI Z I . with. the subsidiary
assignment of acting as springboards on behalf of Gruppe VI'd'for'the,
despatch of agents to the Middle East, It was under this modified organis-
ation that the famous MERZ, who .had been recruited by MANDL far Amt VI. in
May 1943, was eventusliy-despatched to Syria in October of the Same year



with alleged inStructi5ns to -organise sabbtYge -activities in Iraq and
.Iran, although the. exact purpOse of the mission .,still . remains doubtful,
for which scheme he-Was / to . recruit Fels already in the Mid4.1,9,ast,-
MERZ was given MOYZISCH in Ankara as an advance base and collaborator.
This mission too was a failure, and a costly one;:asit was through the
interrogation of NERZ that much valuable informatien . WaS obtained for the
first time on the strusturei personalities and activities of Gruppe VI C.

• .
• „

• .(b)•	 Attempts.to exploit the situation in Iran:

The critical sphere in the Middle East Was however in
Iran where much depended on the attempts to take advantage of the situation

• offered to the Amt by MAYRand SCHULZE., There one .immediate danger from
the.Allied,point.cf view had.been-removed.by  the capture of some of MAtR. I s .
documents by the security authorities.; whieh documents, had 	 the ineatinable
value of allowing the Allied authoritiea to know the enemy with wham they had
to contend. Nevertheless the situation was still dangerous, and was in the
event rendared i less dangerous:by the incorrectinterpretation of the Situation
on the part of both Gruppe 'VI C and the AbWehr. • The cooperation that had
existed.between'the SD and the Abwehr , in,Persia had forced a-corresponding
degree of cooperation on the part. of the same authorities in Berlin, and
the operations carried out to' exploit the situation were...Joint efforts. .
In this case however union was far from being-6ti.ehgth; U . :the traditional
rivalry could not be overcome. In addition, the situation lent itself to
political exploitation, a fact which MAYR'did not fail" 	 stress but which
.was'not appreciated.- To Amt.VI; Iran was a supply line to Russia and that
supply line ealled. for sabotage.—The failure to exp •	 an ay •• imarily
in the divergence of .yiew between mAra and.Gruppe: .	theman
on•thwspet, wastast.qualified'to know. In the event, the RAN Z exRedition,
whiCh . landedinersia in April 194.3.was a SabOtageiLssion p . as was the

Lp.edition in the south in July..While.:MAYR.was%sUccessful.in;
m xfying :thepurpose,of . theITAPZ:Px.peditiOn to suit his interpretation of •
'the situati.on he failed to impress the ambitious and. impet4oUslOg4IS,

- leader of . the ANTON ,expedition in . the.South. ,The . situation•in-Iranes a
reSult .c1:0these conflicting interests. rapidly deterioratedi.a: ,fPrther.con-
tributing factor being the .changing war situation whichHwas.now.goingvagainst

• Germany, the effect of:which on the potential Fifth Column constituted.by
tribes can be . imagined. A Fifth Column thrives only on.the.certainty of
success,' ilindAhe attitude of thetribeii -COOliad'aPpreciably, which was evident

• - by. the fact 'that SOBUIZE-.and . the KURMIS group spent the.fellowing winter
' tindervirtual'arrest in 'the tribes theyhed intended to . exploiton the
.-':.Nerth the situation-calapsed completely with thearrest'ef.MAYR,himdelf

August 194.3. -	 •	 •	 .-

.	 • (c) •	 The SituationItthe end of 1943:r 

. By the end. of the year the writing . was already on the
wall.% VI C (z) was meeting with increasing difficulties with the continued
success of the Russian eotnter-attack, , the . opportunity offered in,Persia had
not been seized, and while efforts were:. now-being.made in the course.of 1943
tel3xploit the Grand Mufti group., members of which were undergoing training
:La : Gernany, these efforts could not produce any results until 1944, when the
situation.had alreitdy irretrievably. deteriorated.. 	 The Mufti 'enterprises
themselves had developed.too late to be'effective, and even,there . the real,
driving force had not come from the-Ant itself but from-the effprts of
LORCH of Gruppe VI G and his nephew WIELAND, leader of the ATLAS expedition
in 1944.	 Arab activity in 1943 centred round BEISSNER
both of wham had had previous expeiieri66 in-handling - Arabs i their activity
with the . Einsatzkommando Turd.S .,:in late 1942 and early 1943.

4 an .71cC___% ro ie4 ,
There was however one important exception to this general

state of affairs in the CICERO material, which by the end of the year was
becomingaVailable from ATIEE-ii:- This source was unquestionably the most
important 'in the history of Amt VI and represented the greatest single
'scoop'. But even then it was not as fully exploited as it Should have been.
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(a)

The .organisational structure of the ,Gruppe had nap
changed. 6.2oh during the year o 'being on the following' liriest-

,Grtnienleitet.

Referat

VI C 1 3	 • .R.uasia.

	

'VI C (Z)	 Unternehmen Zeppelin,

C • 	Japan..

	

VI C 7-8	 'China : ,	 . • ,
	VI C 9". 	Manchukuo and. Mongolia

	

VI 0 10	 ' • Thailand, Frenah hide-China
. VI 0 1 •1	 Dutch Indies, PhillipPines

•

. - VI C • 13	 :rab countries

:- . Develepments . - in 1944-/t5. .

.1.	 Death of GRAEFE •
s'•	 •	 •

• '... : , Turkeyr, • Afghanistan Has tut' SCHUBACK

Ang. EM

-.;-	 The year . 1944 opened. badly for Gruppe VI C with the death .
of ts rqruppeaeiter in early ,January as the result' Of a Motorcar
*accident', The .G•ili.ipPe had new lost • its driving force, and. until the
•appointment of S	 re at the end of . the year, lacked the direction
•it bad.previous z • • c	 I GELHAUPT acted as temporary Gruppenleiter
untiIi the :suramer.ivhen Stab 	 SCHIERS was appointed, an appointment
which' proved 'to be .: , of short auration, as TSCHIERSKY was dismisaed for
inefficiency:befOrer • the ord the, year, .and was- transferred to the • .
Dienststelle•Pruetzmann. Meanirhile the„.situation on the Russian front
continued.xto deteridrate With 'the 'inevitable eonsequenOes for 'VI C . (Z)
which began to show aigTia of disintegration.

I .

•
•

9

•

2. • 'Creation of Ref erat VI C 14. 	 . CCM 716 roe ,i/nc312
••

In the 'Ceur sse of' .1943 H4s itu-T EAMOTHA, t e represen tive who
had. been sent ;to Iran in 1940 and who had.. escaped after the °eau ation of
the •coantry in August. 1941 by Allied. forces, returned to Ge I 2 	 in a' blaze
of publicity and glory as a result of his adventures in making %good his
escape. Recognised as , an 'authority' on Iran, he yr9. s given t o assignment
of preparing an operation to that cotintrY- to 'be known as the 'Norma,
expedition an enterprise which aid not materialise, probably •eoause AMOTHA.
had. no i„htention of ro.taiiiihg to the country. In January 1944 hoWever.
4AMOTHA Was appointed 'Referent of the -new •Referat 'VI 0" 14, competent, for ,
Iran, a Referat which concentrated. its efforts in the course of the year
on the formation within Germany of a ,Quisling Iranian gbirerhmeht, an enter-
prise which: , eventually led to the ,Arrest. of GAMOTHA, hiMAelf, ill October 1944
as a ,result of the inevitable 'jealousies .between ll parties' cOneerned in •
the affair; 'including $CHUBACK,,who.:.opposed GAMOTHA. I S nominee f̀ôr the .
position Of ..PrUas' Minister :in : the new ! government. • The Ref erat Was not
responsible f or • any' mission to Iran,	 •

3. ,	 Operations in the Near East.

By the 'summer of 1944 the efforts of BEISSNER and KOLHAAS
daring the previow3,.,year.

,„
began to take, concrete form. KOHLHAAS was 	 .

stationed. in Athens acting there as the forwarding agency for agents Sent
to the country from BEISSAR.'in Berlin. In July 1944 LETAY was sent to
Syria to establish : himself . here .and await further
from VI 0, instructions which did not reach thim as he Was arrested

"



immediately on arrival. An effort was made to strengthen tho chain
between Berlin,. Athens and. the Middle East by the establishing of a

. further link in Istanbul in the person of the Greek 	 •.whose
function was to act as liaison officer between KOHLHAffand missions
,sent by the latter to the Middle East through Turkey. EMANUEL met
the same fate as LETAY: 'In:September 1944 the CHACUN group, including
one Arab of the Mufti 'organisation was despatched to Syria only to
jein.LETAY in Captivity;

,The • story of'failure.in these Near East enterprises Was
 in the ISpeditiôn, which, after xpch.preparation under

JVI as VItErAp and	 TI, much, wrangling, between the MUFTI and VI c
•aa.towho.should . beiri charge' of the expedition . on'landing, and many
technical difficulties in equipping and despatching the mission, was
finally despatehed . on.the l5th October.1944.ta:Balestine,•enjoyin
eleven days' liberty. before being arrested by the'Allied aithorities„--
The MUFTI proved to be a costly failure. The only other operai-to
Arab territory involving' the use. of his followers was the(TELAFAR.
expedition which. landed in Iraq in November 1944. This agmmtsr--
consisted of four Arabs without any German in charge, the Arabs being
members of the MUFTI groups which had undergone training at the Hague
sabotage school the previous year. The enterprise had been directed
by the MUFTI himself and not by VI C, though of course the latter were
aware of its nature.. The group was provided with WiT, and had the
mission of organising armed bands to attack Jews and Jewish interests
in Iraq and Palestine. Two of the party were arrested a few , hours after
landing.

With the failure of the Atlas expedition, VI . 0 activity in
the Near and Middle East came to an end apart from.the.lone mission of

S who had been -trained frOm July 1944 by KalithAAS and . arrived 'in
-Turk y-inFebruary 1945 to bo detained immediately on arrival. The nature
of his, mission remains obscure, but in any case the enterprise was a failure,

•
Reorganisation of the Gruppe 

The Gruppe\neJ underwent a major reorganisation in September
1944. The Gruppe:was reduced. to four Abteilungen, each with its awn
Refei4ate, the structure of 'the Gruppe now being:-

.Gruppenleiter	 Staf RAPP

Ref erat

VI C 1

VI C 2

VI C 3

VI C 4

The Soviet Union

The Near East

The. Far East

Referent 

Stubaf LUMH

Stubaf HENGELHAUPT

Has tuf SCHUB=

Stubaf WEIRAUCH

The development of interest was the increased attention now
paid to the Far East, as it was now apparent that information on that
theatre was badly lacking and the attitude towards the Japanese themselves
was now hardening, even in official circles. Specialists with the necessary
background were now introduced into the Abteilung and plans made for the
despatch of agents to the Far East, but again the change came at too late
a date to be effective. The subsequent development of Abteilung VI C 4
is dealt with in Part IV.

The subsequent changes in Gruppe VI C have no other signif-
icance than to indicate the growing confusion on all fronts, but especially
in the East. In November the whole Gruppe was instructed to concentrate
on Russia only, only small sections being left in AbteilungenVI C 3 and 4.

_.„
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The officers aC those Abteilungen were sent to the various WS in
the East t9 act ,On behalf of UnternehMon Zeppelin, meanwhile efforts
were made through the Soandinavian coUntries , to infiltrate agents into
Russian ocoupied . territory in the north,,ihe , Sonderkommando Nord under
BROES of:TID,3 being sot up under the joint command of VI D and :VI Co
These Adiiiiirate measures were only manifestations of growing disintegration'
and the Grupp'e Collapsed witPthe others on the general surrender in

•:.;.,	 '
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Part II Amt VI and Russia:- Unternehmen Zeppelin.

1. Early Activity 

- Little need be addod to the romarks .mado in Part I, para A.(3),
regarding . tha early efforts of. Amt VI in its 'work against.RUssia.'
It can be said-that'Gruppo VI C in this. theatre was.no  bettor and no
worse than any Other Laendorgruppe at this early stago of .Amt VI
development, 'With the exception . of • Gruppe VI' E. The work Against_
Russia had been cenductod under thaill-concoivod organisation of
the regional Boauftragto of the. original Gruppe VI .A: there wore no
,diroct . sourcoa Of information within the country itself,; an4 such
information as'Wda obtained was through the Amt VI reproSontatives.
.attached to thoNearious, SD-Abschnitto in Eastern Germany. That in-
formation was of little valuo. The situation was to change -however. . •
by thersUmotor of .1941 under . the combinod ' OffoctS of the triple . ahange -
SCHELLIONBERG:as . Amtschef, GRAEFE. as Grupponleiter and the beginning
of the war with Russia.

2. Unternohmon Zeppelin 

Tho wholo-weight of-tho submoquont.offorts of Gruppo VI C
became oentrod On an entorPripe known aa .'Untornohmen Zeppelin':
it is almost . cortain'that Amt VI work..against RUssia in any other
direction- oither did not exist or was . of very. littlo consequonce.
Thore was a certain amount of activity directed by VI C through'
Turkey, employimg KED/A's'Goorgian .circlos, and towards the and, an
offort • to ponetrato into RussiAthrough tho.Scandinavian:contacte:
The .1IA 'enterprise was of eomo valup but tho Scandinavian effort
was moroly an indication of tho collapso of Unternohnzn Zeppelin on
tho Eastern Front in ooy 194, and had no othor significance. The
idoa was to exploit th ondorkommando Nord undor EELLARIUS ancIXBROHS
(See Situation . Roport of

•	 Untornohmon Zoppolin was indeed a)iniquo feature of Amt VI
work and doos not find any parallol in othor Laondorgrupipon. It
reprosented an enormous organisation with extonsivO romifications
throughout . tho Eastarn Front: it is net surprising that its do-
volopmentboro closo :relationship to the varying fortunos of war on
that front a consoquonco - of which is that it presonts a comprehensive
.picturo on broad linos, but a very confunod picturo . in dotail.
Information on the organisation has only boon forthcoming sinco tho
collapso of Gormany-as previous to that only its oxistonco was known,
nothing of its intornO: structure, aims, mothods and succosses. Tho
,evidanca'at prosont availablo servos bnly to provido*a gOnoral picture,
as there aro many contradictions in dotail: for the puroosos of this
publication thoroforo, nothing mere will be attomptod than to provide
tho broad linos of its origins and dovolopmont from 1941 onwards.

3. ,Origins of UntornohmeJ. Zeppelin 

It sews probably that at the beginning. of the Russian campaign,
Gruppe VI C had somo representation in the Sipo and SD Einsatzkommandos
which moved forward with tho-Armios: nothing however succoodod liko
success on tho Eastorn Front - by the end of the year ovor a million
Russian prisoners had boon taken and it was from this enOrmous pool
that Gruppo VI C dovolopod its Eastorn Front organisation. Many of
the Russian prisonors offered their sorviaos to the Gorman I.S. and
as a tactical oxpediont small 'Commandos of such voluntoors wore formod

4 ,under the direction of a Gorman officer of sonior N.C.O.in order to
exploit thoir language knowlodgo and to help in the intorrogation of
further batches of Ws. Those Kommandos passed undcr tho control of
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Gruppe VI Co as it was roalisod that thoro was •mach good material
in PW c3gos for ospionago purposos.

4. Creation of Untornehmen Zeppelin in 1942 

The early oxploitation of Russian Ws had boon largoly oonfindd
to tactical purposes: the first ?hook to tho German advance in the
winter of 1941 and stabilisation of the front lessened considorably
tho emplasis on tactical oxploitation and in tho spring of 1942,
chiefly due to the vigorous and far seeing policy of GROFF ' , it was
docidod to conoontrato the work of Gruppo VI C against Russia in:.
dovoloping the work of tho small Kommandos montionod in tho previous
paragraph, enlarging the scope of those Kommandos and making availablo
to the now organisation all othor souroos of information about Russia
available to Amt 174 . mainly those providod by_tho'varioua ovort ropearch
institutos dealing with tho East; In this way the now organisation,
honcoforth to bo known as 'Untornohmen Zeppelin' was created, probably
somo time during the oarly summer of 1942.

5. Moin charactoristics  of Untornehmon Zeppelin 

The now organisation had somo.notahle foaturos: it enjoyed a
high degroo of indopondonce, and had at, first only slight connection
with the central office of Gruppo VI C in Berlin. It oporatod prinr
arily as a solf-containod field unit working in close co-operation:
with the armios in the fiold, GRAMM as Grupponloitor took of 00=90
a very direct intorost in the dovolopmont of the Untornohmon but' his
personal intorost did not proventhis'oncouraging a high dogree of
docontralisation from Borlin. Avery small directing staff only was
maintainod in Berlin undor GRAEFE, tho main work is training and
rocruitmont boing carried out from tho camps sot up under the
Hauptkomandos in the fiold.

In addition to tho indopondont status of the now organisation,
tho.othor , most noteworthyjoaturo was the high dogroo Of concentration.
The schomo was,directod . towards obtaining economic and'political
information.rogarding Russia from all possiblesourcos, though mainly
through the exploitation of Prisoners of .War. , Tho information thus
obtained was to bo.handIod-by spocialiats on these subjects, a principlo
.which ontailod a. high degreo of collaboration with othor institutions,
mainly the RosoarchInstitutos on Russia which oPoratod overtly before
tho war. A result ofthis . was that Gruppo VI G under KRALLERT co-operatod
more closoly with Gruppo VI C than with any'othor.LaondorgruPpo.. It
is not - surprising. .thoroforo to . find that during the poriod of its most
effootivo work, the obtaining of. information, its evaluation, and
collation with ether information available roached a higher standard
in Untomohmon Zeppelin than in any other Grunpo.

•

The woaknoas of the systom
military developments: whon the
the offbctivenoss of Untornohmon
docrOasod.

lay in its closo dopondonco on
Gorman armios began their rotr eats,
Zeppelin was corrosondingly groatly

6. Mothods of Untornehron ZoppOlin 

The basis method omployod by Untornohmon Zeppelin in its task
of obtaining all manner of information ()oncoming Russia was in tho
handling of Prisoners of War. The PW camps provided not only agont
matorial but othor necessary information for the training and briofink
of agents.- oquipmont, identity papers, local conditions, oto. The
prisonors were subjoctod to an elaborate scrooning proeoss, the first
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,stagos of which proirdded gonoral information, at tho samo timo sending
out those prisonore who soomod suitablo for espionage work, those
candidates being sent to a sories of camps for furthor training. The
standards sot in the oalior days of the ontorprise wore high - sabotago
training lasted throo wooks, while ospionago training took as long as

• throe months: tho combined sabotago-ospionago courso lastpd six months.
It was a rulo that agents rocruitod 1-1 ,Nd to bo volunioors for the work.

• The original policy adoptod was to rocruit an train massos of
PWs counting only on a coxtain porcentago of . toturns. This pr000duro
had howovor to be modifiod whon the tide turnod'against Gormany, and
mass doploymont of agents was droppod and a higher porcontago of succossos

. was looked for.

Organisatieu-of. Untornohmon Zoppolin 

Both tho internal and oxtornal organisation 'of Unternehmon
Zoppelin undorwont,such violant changes As a rosult of the 'obb and
flow on the Eastorn Ftont, that thoro is littlo point in indicating
anything moro than its l'oad organisational	 In the oarly
stages Untoinohmon'Zoppolin.actod almost indopondontiy of Gru ppe VI C,
boing loosely controllod through Roforat VI C I. By late 1943, it
bed:am° known a&  VI 0 having its Own intornal Organidation on the.
following

Leter:- Ostubaf ROEDFR

C Z I. .	 Organisation
VI C Z 2.	 Administration
VI 0 Z	 Oporations
VI C Z 4	 Recruiting and

.. training. '

Tho main emphasis of ho .organisation lay however in its
oxternal.structuro: the original, small 'Commandos which had boon
formod in late 1941 devolopod into a much moro complex organisation
of which the basic idea was that oach Army Group operating on tho
Eastern Front had attached to it a Hauptkommando of Untornohmon
?oPP01411 . Thore' woro normally three suoh ArMy . Grouns - Nord, Mitto
and Sud, but thoso groups wore subject to much Modification, especially
in tho . final stago boforo the collapse. Tho Hauptkommandos in turn
controllod a sorioe-of Ancsonkonmandos, which ih thoir turn might
control dopondont NobonkomandoS according to oPorationaI floods.
Each Hauptkommando wab se -if-oontainod in its operationd'and training
ostablishmonto.,

In tho summer of 1914, VI q/z disappoarod and came under the
•control of the now Abt VI C I: but'owing to Operational conditions,
a further roorganisatie,, took placo in November of the samo year when
tho intornal structuro wao on the following linos:-

e0ibtoilun VI C	 Administration
VI	 Z'	 Training.'

	

, VI C T/Z	 Interrogation
VI C Y/7	°potations •.
-VI C i/z (org)	 Organisation and Supplies.
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• Under this echo= the information obtained by VI C I was
passed to VI c 2 for ovaluation. The Roforat VI C 2o was formod as
late as March 1945 with the purpose of organising tho Polish National
Movement sot up to combat rommunism, and to avoid any signs of Nazi

sponsorship.

The eztornal orge),.t.ion undorwont similar changes, the most
notable being the croati of Army Group WEICHSEL, under which VI C (Z)
directed two,,oporations known adKUntornohmon 14.1orlbrocher„! and
'Untornohme4RPossy.O. Thc CY.angbErloWITrirtE6-1Eitor siagos woro of

'daTifir-cInfit5niii!mri- the c.tatiro Gruppo VI C conoontratod on Russia
except.for smallsub-soci,awJ of VI C 3 and VI C'4, the personnel of
the Gruppo boing despatch6d to tho various BdS on tho Eastern Front,
the .BdS themsclvos now receiving instructions to subordinate thomsolvos
to Gruppo VI C. Tho VI C representatives wore placod in charge of
hurriedly proparodMoldehauptkommandos with subordinato Moldokompandos
which wore rosponsiblo for passing back to Gruppo VI C all information
obtained through the Dionststollon of tho Sipo and SD in thoir aroas.
In this way, Stubaf '/EIRAUCH was posted to Hungary and Hastuf HEYrR
to Slovakia.

.	 . In. thgonoral confusion in tho days procoding the surrender,
the, wholsOrganisation disintograted . and Untornonmon Zoppolin cape
to an end. ...	 •	 .	 ;• 	 ...	 :	 '	 .	 ..

.	 ..	 ..	 .
.8. Camps controlled by Untornohmon Zoppolin 

The following is a auvrary of tho chiof camps undor VI C (Z)
control, togothor with a briof summery of their functions:- .

.	 ,
i) . The Sandberg° Training School:-

Sandbergo Was tho main central training establishment of the
,	 ,.	 •

,advan6o training of agonts rocruitoein the various PW camps and who
.ha'i undorgono preliminary training under tho Hauptkommandos. .The
training at Sandborge lastod botwoon four and six months and oovored

. all ;aspocts of . ospionago work, ineluding W/T and sabotage. The camp
•had its own workshop for tho proparation of . falso document and was
amply stocked with Russian Oquipmont of all kinds. It is 'significant
•of the scope of Untornohmen Zoppolin that at the height of its actiirity
the Sandborgo camp catered for as many as 2,000 agonts at a timo.
In tho later stagos tho strongth of the camp varied botwcon 800 and
1,000 agonta.

The camp loader was originally Stubaf SCHOEMEMANN, replaced
early in 1943 by lista. RASOII-who romainod in charge for a fow months
only. RASCH was now succoodod by Hastuf SNKUTH who hold the Position
until tho ond of 1943. ' His successor was Stubaf KURRrCK who controlled
not only SANDIBERGEjout on tho roori;aniitation öf Vre . ( 2)'undteStuf RAPP
in'latd 1944, boom° Ifispoctor of all camps under the control of
Untcrnohmon Zoppolin.

• Sandborgo waS evacuated in lath 1944 as a' result of the Russian
advance and tho main training school sot up,at . TEPL in the Sudotonland.



'The SaehsonhaUSen Camp:-

This camp was a small ono and catered only for spocialisod training
of groups alroady trainod at Sandberg°. Tho strongth Of the earn did
not excood 30 mon. (Soo also Situation Roport No.11.-en OrUppe VI P,
11.60

iii) The PLESKAU 
,

.Ploshau was tho rmin training camp undor Hauptkommando 'NORD which
spocielisod in tho train, ti; of agonts from tho Northorn.territorios,
including tho Baltic Statos and Whito Russia.Owing to the ]41r:diatancos
ilvolvod, tho Pleskau camp onjoyod a . high dogreo*of indopondonce and the
planning and execution of . oporatiens woro carrioA out by the Remand°
itsQlf.' Only,ontorprisos of groat importanco wore reforrod back to •

Trio capp.was_ovacuatod lattoriy to KAHLBTPRO pn.tho b:riesian
Peninsula. (Loitor: 'Stubaf.Otto.KRAUS). '

•iv)	 Training Camps . of Hauptkommandos.Mittot.-,,...-.	 •• ,
41:twins to thc_forico.of oporational conditj_ons,.Hauptkonmando Mitt°

did hot long romain ,2.1cloponcle.r4t; but passod undor the control of
Hauptkommando .NORD. In the oarly,part of 1944 tho Kornando beca,mo
lUntornohmon U.H.U.' ,undor Hauptkomrlandb NORD:1. - ,Tho'cmps woro ropoatedly
changed but whotauptk:opriando	 rocroatod'uwards tho'end of
1944, A trainincamp-rnr tho Eomiando was established noar Kola-7, oast
of ?HAVE: Tho.Camp cor.lmandor•wae:-Stubaf MAUS brother of Otto 'KRAUS
of. HaUptkommando NOM.

v) The 7.0PL Camp:-
,

Roforoneo fil:S.;alroady ..boon .mee'ln i) abovo•to this camp , which
roplaeod tho fnrrior S4NB=ZGE oar	 11L was sot* ParlY in 1945 and
as a result o' the'rapid Russian adVances....Nns,novor complotely organised.
Tho'CinP:ckinhapdarit, w.4° Stubaf LUNN *ho set .: uP'hei,..:dquarters nor
Mari°Tibad,*tho- Mpin c aYnp being at Tum with subsidiary camps in the
neighbourhood as,follows:-

.	 •
• . Loitor

•Ostubaf IgrITTING
Oschaf. SCIMADER

„i...41ATZEN.- • •	 ilaschof SCHARivALLI •
:ACobnigswrb	 - Ostuf . JAKUT3OVITCTi

Markusgruen	 Ustuf nAnnimmi.
,

An interesting foature was the schnol at Kbonigswarb: which catored
for the training of girls only , an indication of the thorowtness of the
wholu.organisation. It is to ho noted that the trainoös included snno
French . speaking.girls,. dostined to ho -sent to Franco.

vi). Tho. JABLON'Camp:.-

• This camp was tho priginal-training school Of HaupiklmnandO
(Soo .(iv) above). The camp was closed.in , the Autumn-af 1942 as the.
result 'of a boMbing attack. The special feature of (1ABLON ,was that
it catered also for the training of purely.military units under:a.
Russian Colonel, , the.enterprise going under the code names of rushima
Il pleprushima II' anlbrushima 

vii) The Auschwitz Camp:-

This camp under. Ustue HUHN dealt only with the training of
Caucasian. The camp was disbanded early in 1944.

• • •

• I. •
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viii) The Legionowo Camp:-
•.•

The Legienbwo Camp in the suburbs of Warsaw was reserved for the
training of.Turkestans only. Very few . Turkestans were eventually
used for.UnternehMen Zeppelin operations, the majority of the
traineeslaeing:transferred to the Turkestan Legion for military opera-
tions.' • The camp, which was under the command of Stubaf ZINKE, was
liquidated in the latter half of 1943, the trainees being . sent . to the
Sandberge camp.

ix) . 	Camps o	 uptkoMmande 

Little is known of the training Camps ofTauptkommando Sud: the
Kommando had its headquarters in late 1942 in the Crimea near: Jewpateria,
and the training camps, under Stubaf KURRECK, Stubaf ROEDER (the original
Leiter of, the whole Unternehmen Zeppelin) and Stubaf KLEINERT. 	 The
KOmmando withdrew in the general German retreat but detaildof its
locations and operations are lacking.

•
x) Sonderlager iT':-

Sonderlager nil was a special camp sat up at Breslau-Oswitz where
Russian volunteer teahnioians were enabled to carry ontheir research
and.constructionwork under favourable conditions. The enterprise
yielded such good resUlts•that it was decided to. extend its scope, the
result 'being the formation of Sonderlager

xi) 48bilderlager 'Lt

Sonderlager 'L I represented an extension of the activities of
Sonderlager. , T I to include research into economic and statistical
matters relating to the U.S:S.R.	 In this Way valuable statistics,.
maps, charts, and information on the Russian communication system were
made available to VI d (Z) for use in their projected operations. In
•early. 1944 . the camp was transferred to BLAMAU in the NIEDERDONAU area,
as .a .result of the Russian advances and in order to establish closer
liaison with the Forschungsdienst Ost at St. Lamprecht and with the
Wansee Institute at PLANICENWARTH.

9.	 -SPECIAL ENTERPRISES OF UNTETIDIROW ZE.WhLIN.

The Einsatz General

Genera1ESA1cOyL was a 'Russian PW Who was chosen by, VI C (Z)
as the leader of:an.operation involving the dropping by parachute of
hundreds of. trained agenta in the Archangel area where large PW camps,
and concentration camps Were situated. The scheme planned in early

..1943,.aiMed at setting free the German PWs and inciting the internees
in the:concentration camps to revolt. For this pdrpoae a special -
camp wa0 set ,up in theTroppau area of Sudetenland. The operation, was
nover'carried into effect owing to suspicion of BESaANOW himself who
Was eventually' 'sentto a concentrationOamp himself.

ii) 151ternehmen ULM:-
.	 .

Unternehmen ULU was a large-ale sabotage enterprise under-
taken by Gruppe-VI C in the latter half bf 1943: its objective was to
lessen the productive power of Russian factories in the Urals area
by attacking the electric power circuits supplying the factories. A
group of same sixty Russians' with the necessary local knowledge was
formed under the leadership o' Russian refugee from. Belgrade, Rao

itSENJENOV,  The training was carried out at the Sonderlager I LI see
above), which'was responsible for the provision of all the necessary
technical information.

Awing to delays
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Owing to delays caused by the lack of aircraft the original
scheme had to be abandoned and only part of the group Was employed
against alternative targets in the VOLOGDA a:rea. No information is
available on the results of the enterprise. 	 The remaining trainees
were subsequently used for sabotage operations in Croatia.

• iii) Unternehme	 inz:-	 .

_The leading figure in Unternehmen h4inz was the Georgian
cheese-merchant in Firis, who offered his services
'IA cl4imed to have many contacts in the Caucasus

area from whorrinformation on Russia cOuld b p obtained. KEDIA's
offer was accepted by Gruppe.VI .0 (it , is' known that KEpIA was also
connected in soMe:wsy'With AbWehr .II at one time) and was eventually
installed at BATUU on the' Turkish 'Frontier, •Through small groups
of agents crossing the frontier, KEDIA passed weapons, sabotage and
.propaganda material into Russia and.in return obtained quantities
of printed material, books and periodicals of all kinds, most of
which was made available to the research departments of Unternehmen

•Zeppelin.

The operation ceased to yield results after the spring of
1944 owing to the difficulty of maintaining centacts.

CONCLUSION

The 'above brief notes serve only to give some idea of the	 .
scope and comprehensiveness of- Unternehmen'Zeppelin:. there is so far
little indication of what measure of success attended Gruppe VI C
for the enormous extenditure : ef time, :,training and agents involved.
in the scheme. ' :It can, however, be said that Unternehmen Zeppelin
was a far better conceived operational enterprise . than any other . under,-
taken by Amt VI, probably owing to the enterprise and enthusiasm of 	 .
the Gruppenleiter, GRAEFE. 	 The Unternehmen lost much lof : its effec-
tiveness after his death, and was unable to stand...the ,strain of the
Russian advances in 1944. ' There are also indiCations that the
Russian themselves were active in counter-espionage work against
VI C (Z), with what all-round success is unknown, as only isolated
cases of the results of their work have been mentioned..

•••.:
.	 •	 •	 •

•



PART III -Grape VI C and the Middle East

.
1.	 Controlling Ref erate.

In 1939-40 Turkey and the Near East ONale under.the.control
Ref erat VI D 5 under Hastuf . HAGEN, Gruppe Vi D at that time being
responsible for the 'Bud-Ost', embracing the Balkan States and Greece
as well.as sthe territory of VI D 5. In this organisationtherefore'
it was Obviously the intention that penetration of the Near East
should be carriod . out from Greece, in support of which theory there
is the fact that MOYZISCH in . 1940 wasioriefed for his mission to Turkey
by LANGLOTZ.,. Referent. VI:D,4.covering,Bulgaria and Greece. 	 The	 .
territory reMained under the . same.Gruppe when it was renamed Gruppe VI
B in 1940-1.	 In 1941 TurkeY; the Near and Middle East finally passed
to Gruppe VI 0, VI C12 being cempetent . for Turkey,, Iran, and Afghanistan,
,under Hastuf SCHUBACK, while VI . 0 : 13 dealt with the Arab countries under
Ang..EM. This organisational structure continued until January 1944 when
the new Ref erat Vi C 14 was created under Hastuf GAMOTHA-to deal with Iran,
Finally in September 1944, Abteilung VI C. 3 became cculietent for the whole
area under Hastuf SCHUBACK. The sub-dividions of the Abteilting are So
far Unknown.

2,	 Prominent Personalities,
•

Apart from the Gruppenleiter, Ostubaf GRAEFE (now dead), the .
most prominent personality concerned with the Near East was Hastuf
SCHUBACK, Referent VI C 12 since 1941, and later Leiter Abteilung
VI C. 3. : . The other VI C officers closely identified with the preparation
anddSspatch.of missions were Stube BEISSNER, the so-called Arab expert
of Amt yl who joined the Gruppe in 1943 after a period af . Service in
dpaling:with.Arabs in the EinsatAcomthan4o Tunis. With him was Hastuf
KOHLHAAS . also ofthe Einsatikethmando TUnis,..BEISSNER, acting as'Referent

and KOHIHAAB being stationed in Greece as She despatching agenoy
.4•rom that territory. KOMI :LAJAS had replaced HastEVARERTOECK and

that capacity.' Haschaf LENGUNG acted,fo g short •
4erio	 Referentnt VI C 13 'in 1943 before being arrested fOr fraud,
SCHUBAOK's,dePuty was Ostuf . TNTiLING. It is worth nothing that so far
none of these"personali stiehave been arrested,

3.	 Turkey '

(a)	 MOYZISCH in Ankara:-

The first Amt VI efforts at the exploitation of the
Middle East as a field of operations did not take place until the summer
of 1940, when MOYZISCH was sent to Ankara by LANGLOTZ, then Referent VI
D 4. MOYZISCH took up his appointment as assistant Commercial Attache in
the German Eabausy in June 1940, being followed shortly afterwards by
DUPLITZER, who took up a similar appointment in Istanbul.

MOYZISOH possessed no special qualifications for the post
he had to fill, but in his case certain factors operated in favour of
Amt VI resulting in MOYZISCH proving to be one of the more successful
Hauptbeauftragte chosen by JOST. There was no well organised policy
behind the appointment of MOYZISCH and there was very little connection
between the more impressive paper organisation of Amt VI in 1939-40 and
the actual work carried out by it. MOYZISCH however had the misfortune
in German eyes . of haring Jewish blood in his veins, and in consequence
welcomed the appointment to neutral territory where he would be reasonably
safe from any action taken against him because of his suspected Jewish
parentage. His subsequent activity in Ankara was dependent on two consid-
erations - his concern not to indulge in any activity that would either lead
him to fall foul of the Foreign Office representative or which would promote
bad relations between himself and the Turkish authorities, either of which
eventualities might lead to a request for his recall to Germany, together with
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his equally great concern,to give sufficient . satisfaction to Amt VI
in order that his recall-would not come from that direction; maytisa
therefore pursued a policy of caution, one which suited Amt VI well,

' as the normal lauptbeauftragte'appointed in:the early days, sharing
MOYZISCH's laek of training and background., " had not tarried in estab-

: lishing bad relations all round. •	 '

DUPLITZER in Istanbul:r 	 •,

The contrast was well marked in Istanbul where DUPLITTER
.young, untrained.* and:erratic, soon. got himself intO the bad graces of
the German . CcinsUl, with. the result that his recall, was frequently urged

..1?Oth • by : thes Consul and by MOYZISCH himself. DUPLITZER, however, stayed
put and Was 7 thbonly representative in Istanbul until the•arrival of •
WOLF in.1942. .• •	 •	 •	 ••.	 •

	

(0)	 Influence of GRAEFt in 1941.

• ..	 The ,original assignment giVen ' tp.MPYZISCH had been sipply
to submit regular,repprts.bh the political situatzon in Turkey, without

• any suggestion of nsing the copntry as a base for operations against
heighbeuring•territery.,.The. value, of Turkey as such a base was not lost
on . GRA2FE • when he tobk : over,as . Cruppenleiter in 1941, as was evidenced.•:
by his instructions to MOYZISCH,to extend his functions'to'cover the

ANear East. Eventually it was decided' to allOw MOYZISCH to carry on in
-Ankara and'to- supplement him'by the : appointment of FAST, whose specific
agaignment Was-tawork independently:.of MOYZISCH and working from 	 .
Ankar64 ,. torecruit agents' for penetration intofthe;neighbouring . Arabic

	

Countries,	 -	 -	 . .

• Itelippointrnerstof_WOLF in 1942,
• -	 ,	 .•-•	 .

	

-	 Themajor.devolopment of note in.'194Zwe.s the appointment of
—Reg ,RatTWOLF as-Nide-Consul :in' Istanbul, a position he took up in June of

thatikr; -WOLF, curiously enough, was an Amt.TV offioer,'his previous
experience having been cohfined to conducting special 'inv'estigations on
behai_flpf ..Amt IV in Norway and the Lo Countries While therefore untrained.
in Amt VT work, WCri had had cOnsiderable experience, in 'his own . police'
duties and , was well . fittod for-the assignment he was given. This assignment

" -waS:fthat'of establishing close and ,personal relations both with the Turkish.

•••
Police and Turkish . IntelligenceServiceSin order to exploit the possibility

,•	 • of . working* . with them,- while in addition he had the' tasks, more in keeping
with his previous experience, of supervising consular and diplomatic circles

• in • Turkey, with a : view to checking,any attempts on the part of these circles to.
coritactthe . Alliesi .and also to discover whether any;channels Of communications
existed throUgh . Tarkey betwuen resistance organisations in German occupied
territory and their headquarters outside the country.

• •	 .
Relations with the Foreijrn Office Representative in Turkey:

-•	 k.notable:featuro ,of Amt VI " work.in Tiarkey was the relation-

	

.	 .
shipl3etween . the Amt. VI representatives and,vohlp.APEN, the Foreign Office.
represehtative... The-customary relationship-betweekthese two services in
other spheres was never cordial and . the reasons for the Statcr of affairs in

' TUrkey .Was'Aue not . onlytoMOYZISCH's conciliatory-and cautiouS attitude, but
tpthe . fact-that PAPEN. himself did het seesye : tO eye: with RIHHENTROP and

_found MOYZISCH useful at tithes for, 'circumventing norMai channels. The exbhange
-on information between,,the two departments Vas free, la fact which enhanced the
reputation tf . MOYZISCH in the 'eyes of .Amt VI. PAPENon occasions passed report
thro4gh-Amt ,V1 rather • thanthrough.hia-oWn chahnels,'espeCially . when these
reports'-dentained reComMendations contraryteRIBENTROP'S Own policy regarding
Turkey, With the hope that they would reach HIMMLER - throUgh SCHELLENHERG.

•



(f )	 Relations with the Turkish Intelligence Services.
.	 .,	 .
.	 With the reorganisation of the Gruppe in the sumnier of '1944 and.	 .

the joint appointment of GRAMS and SOHELLWERG as GrupPSnleiter and Amtschef'
respectively,. there'itarted.a series of attempts to establish collaboration
between AmtVIancl"the Turkish Intelligence Services.. At that time and during
the cOUrsci at the falciwing'year, the general war . situation was very much in
favour at Germany and the time seemed opportune to woo the Turkish authorities
from their official standing with the Western Allies. The hope of success in
this venture lay not only in the'.generally favourable *Situation, but also in
the fact that Turkey, while seeking friendship . with the Allies, had also a
clbep-sectted f4Sar at the 'Soviet Union.	 .	 .

•.	 •
hiself Visited.Ankara soon after hikappcintkant to

*urge MOYZISCH to take the first/3i:ern& in early 1942 a meeting took place
twbeeen MOYZISCE, POEN, and, "*m . . J( he head of the Turkish x.p,, a Meeting

whichtowever produced no resugg: Ihe efforts were continued during the next
year and SOHE m :m-G himself ,visited. Turkey in July 1943 for a similar,	 .•purpose bl.iasain without suoeess.

	

,	 ..	 ..	 .
.	 . ', The importance attached te this matter by Amt VI was
evidenced by WOLF's appointment to Istanbul in June 1942, one . of his
specific. assignments being to establish contact with the , Turkish Intelligence
Service,	 he official meetings between the two services were, however,
arranged only through MOYZISCH in 	 a, WOIF confining himself-to establish-
ing contact with a certai .. .; -TH werking for the ;Turkish I.S., a contact
which in any case did not ..teria ise until early 4944.,

	

_	 •	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .
. .	 .	 The efforts of Amt VI in this direction were a failure in the

essential points, as ne working arrangement pas eVer agreed to; . .the Turkish
attitude was of course conditioned by the developments on the fighting fronts,
her early polioY,being tamaintain a balance between Germany and Britain Without
committing herself to either'aide,'but after the Rasdian successes from 1943

• : . onwards, her ,coneern was , to act as intermediary between the two powers with a
- , Itiek to strengthening her position against Russia,. • In . the . circumstances, there-

fore, 	 never Turkey's . policy tp:cpmpromise her intelligence service with
.Germany, while at:the same , time . making unofficial contact 's for immediate benefit
to herself.	 S. ,..	 - .	 • ,

(g)	 Contacts with the Turkish lntelligpnce Service..
.	 .	 •	 -	 ••	 ,	 ,	 .	 ..	 .

. ..	 ,	 .	 The result ce this manoeuvring-:on•both sides , was that .from
1942 . Onwards both MOYZISCH and later WOLF had established contacts with

.'the Turkish,I.S.. without any definite policy being agreed en. MOYZISOH an
• his side had established relations from an early date with BAYRAMOGLU.who

was connectedyith the.Turkiph I.S.-and through ,whom various approaches were
•Madeby that service. on matters'-involving both TurkiSh and German Foreign
policy in the Mediterranean,. especially.regardinOhestatus*of the•Lodecanese
Islands under Italian control. It was BAYRAMOGLU too who acted as intermediary

• between PAFEN and PERKEL prior to their meeting in early 1 942, while after the
"break in TurkiShzGerman relations in- the sumtet-of 1944, he again approached
=MISCH with an offer that he should act as an intermediary between Berlin

,.. and the Western Allies with a view to inaugurating,peace-talkp,',a mpve which
yould . have -suited Turkey's foreign policy. ,This approach was'abortive.
: Throughout their association, however, BAIRAMOGLUXurnished MOYZISOH.with
_information on diplomatic matters of.intorest to Germany. 	 . • .- .

.	 .	 .	 -	 •
• •	 •	 The approach to WOLF, in February 1944 thro44FERRUH•had
similar motives, and after preliMinary discussions, FZECEMITI:gave,-more..-definite
indications of . good...faith by supplying WOLF' with infermationonthe imminence
of.theVermehren volte-faosand subsequent . information•on•the t efforts of

, .Germans in Turkey to seekthe•right of Turkish asyluin. Again, in•MSy 1944,
. the Turkish ,authorities gonnived at, and even assisted in thepassage:ef Geor-

gian agents of Abwehr II Over, the Tureo-Russian border, under the leadership
of the Georgian minority leader, KEDIA. The approach took cOncrete form
immediately prior to the formal .severance of ' relations between Turkey and



Germany with the suggestion from the Turkish side that the Germ
representatiVes should remain in contact by W,/T with FFItaini to whom
a . W/T set was provided for the purpose, in orderthat a link should be
maintained between VIOL? ' and Berlin.. Through this means WOLF and STIELE,
the Consul, kept in intermittent contact with Berlin until . January 1945.

.(h)	 Other. Contacts in Turkey.

Apart from a few paid. agents of minor impertance, the contacts4.

for information purpOsos established by MOYZISCH were in journalistie circles
such as the-Traneocean and. DNB services and in business circles, most of whom
were Germans established in Turkey with good connections. .In'additien, he
oollOorated.closely with AOKI, a Japanese diplomat in the country politically
Well informed, who also supplied MOYZISCH w . h Russian newspapers fop onward
transmission to Berlin, and wit0IITAREN he Finnish military attache 'in
Ankara, who offered in.August 19 	 o sen information on behalf of MOYZISCH
toBerlin as Well as to Helsinki in the event of the latter being unable to
Maintain contact in . Vievi of the impending , break in Turco-German relations._
This arrangement,Was,left in the hands of MOYZISCH's W/T assistant PATEK •
for technical details_

In ' IstanbufW0tF established contact with representatives, of'
the Bulgarian: Intelligence Service, who supplied infOrmation . on the general
politicarsitUations . and. with an agent Of the Czech I.S. which however •
represented. an attempt at penetration by that servio .

lA
s more notable contact

fil
in . view of subsequent even-co was that witqPIRLATIANO o .the Roumanian I.S.

, From early 1943 onwarde.WOIF was in . close toutic . wi*URLATIANO who, supplied
. information on the internal Roumanian political situation. Jib :en URLATIANOWAs
relieved of'his position as Consul in May 1944, 'steps were taken by SCHUBACK
to recrUit him as a stay-behind agent in Turkey; this recruitment is dealt

	

• with . under . the 'Mob' organisation below,	 :

(.)	 • The'lleb'.Organisation.

The")(7412 organisation was the name given to the stay-behind.
. •

network to be setup . „y . Amt . VI in'Turkey in accordance with the general
instructions t .6 all Amt VI representatives in neutral and occupied territory
to:prepare,I-Netze.andl:R-Netze in the event of Allied invasion or expulsion
franeutral teiTitol.y. Instructions for the preparation of the network weregiven_to . both-WOLY-and . MOYZISCH . inthe course of 1943, but while the scheme was
regarded with a certain amount of enthusiasm . in Berlin, 4t received a,very luke-.
warmIreeeption:froMADOth Amt 1,11 representatives in Turkey. In Istanbui_KROEGER,
the. .W/T : operator.at the•Consulate-General l was recruited . for . the:purpose, but
though agreeing to the assignment, had no intention:of carrying fit.o4t, .WOLF
for his . part Pleaded lack of trained personnel, 'pointing but that only .
URLIATIANO4aseqUipped for such ,a task. It Was for this purpose therefore that
=MACK visited Turkey to contact URLATIANO personally and to make ayangemente.
The other links in theIstanbUl sector were provided by VI C. MarieRAIB.,
arrived in Turkey in . Novembor'1.943 as a link, but left for GermanyIgairi in
August 1944 on the instructions of WOLF himself,.as he ponsidered him completely
b1oWn with thes.T4rks,. ..kb about the same time SCHUBACK sent a Swiss, Louis

' to aetia a similar capacity, but .the link did not operate.—Yinally,
anTItaIian napollmapsi arrived in February 1944 to set himself up with the
help of DUFLITZER: GERd -ItSI, however, destroyed his set as he considered the.
mission 'too dangerous.. Thc; main . hope in Isanbul was URLATIANO; the link
:operated for a Short time only, but his activities were known to the Turkish.
1,.$, 4 . as.FERRUH revealed in making his approach to WOIF in January 1945..

,	 .	 .. If' 'the success of the Mob organisation was vary limited in the
Istanbul area, the position in Ankara. 	 still weaker as a result. of the,
attitude of MOYZISCH,'whO took steps. toensure ' that the scheme would net work.
Two agents were recruited on instructions frail Berlin; but in one case 	 .
MOYO/SCH gaVe_noinetructions. to the agent concerned,, ih . the other case altered
the, final instructions from Berlimregardindthe date on which contact *as to be

'established in . ordor that the link would not become effective. 	 .
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In the circumstances.therefore . itis not surprising•that.the
attempts at a network in Turkey were'a Complete failure.

.•
( )	 The Break in Turkish Relations with Germany..

.	 .	 .
The breakwith Turkey -date in Adgust 19444 - as a result.

the. German representatives in the oountry were interned, inólUding.all

the Amt . V1 personnel. Operations came to .ái end, except for the link.
which was preserved threughthe.Turkish LS., as eiplained in. paragraph

aboy. .0,,,;and for the. offer of VqITANEN mentioned in paragraph-(h),:the
reSulta'pf?WhiCh are unknown,,	 .

(lc)	 the leer° Material.1. -.•

. .	 The Cicero case-reprosents . the greatest scoop on the part
of Ait VI in any theatre of th4ir operations. From November 190 until .
March. 1944 MOYZISCH in Ankara was successful in establishing a source of
information which provided material of consistently high importance obtained.,
from direct access to secret documents relating . to British interests in the
Middle East. . The material thus obtained was pass, immediately back to
At VI, but it is 4 somewhat. ironical feature of the Cicero material that
its iMpertance was such that.! 'in the 'Oyes of Amt VI it was treated with reserve,
as it was suspected of being in the nature of at Allied plant. Intelligent
use. of the material might have given the Germans invaluable information on the
.Second Front.. In additint to this military information, the documents provided
high 'grade political information. The source stopped completely in March 1944.

.	 (1) .The Remogmanigatien.

The exact nature of the PASHA and REMO organisations is still
one of the unexplained points in the Middle East; and,, it is only possible at
the moment to indicate the broad linee of the available evidetoci.

: The leading personality was a certain D REICHERT who was the
Near East representative of.thaDeutsche.Nachrichtent5Win 	 p before the
outbreak' of war. REICHERT was deportedas an undesirable alien, and from the
end of 194.0 continued. his work in Turkey,. where he remained until the beginning
of 1942. • . Through his' connections with the DNB, REICHERT:was instrumental in
building up a•wellorganised information service with sources probably in Cairo
itself. The organisation was not directed either by. Amt Vi' or by the Abwehr, bl
the information obtained by. REI wt .:was made available.to . these two departments
acciording . to its nature, In additien REICHERZalso'supplied information to the
Embassy,the.Propaganda Ministry, and the Foreign Office. His chief assistant
in this actiVitY:Wn4. an Italian journalist, name42.9.0.:N1	 1., •

•The, information supplied by REIC He s' organisation,, which went
under . thetame_o ASHA,11heAbwOhr : anitgikie. it. Apt VI, was of, sufficiently
high quality to , .	 JLENBERG suspicioara ' its authenticity. .Itwas for
this reason that Hastuf . MOHR was. sent to. Istanbul in 1942 with the . aseignment of
working with REICHERT in order to establish whether or not the information
obtained throughthese.sources was genuine or smadke.. .•

• The sources of Ato . PASHA and REMO organisation are still. =known,
and. unfortunately REICHERT himself cannot supply the answer as he was* killed .
in.an .accident early in 1943. =BONI returned to Italy it. July 1943 when the
network ceased to . operate, ZAMBONI himself was arrested in Rome and sent to .
Berlin for.interrogation, as the Germans themselves were still uncertain as to
the reliability of REICHERT's organisation,

••

. IZAMEONI is now underjinterrogation . at APHQ,. and, the results of his
interrogation may 'be . intrurnental , in clearing up the outstanding points in the •
REMO organisation. : The ether personality who: should be treated. 'as priority
target in connection with this still outstanding problem is HaStug4OHR,himself,
who returned to Germany some time in 1944, and was last reprinel'inlYtil 1945 a,
Reuter in Southern Germany.



Persia

Recruitment of MAYR and GAMOTHAv-

The first efforts of Amt VI at exploiting Persia
as a sphere cf operations were indeed half-hearted, but made a good
illustration of the working methods of the Amt at that early date. Early
in 1940 Ramon GAMOTHA and Frau MAR volunteered for service in the
Middle East and were accepted by JOST as prospective Beauftragte for the
Amt in Persia. Neither of the nyw recruits had any background experience
of the codntry whatever, nor was their knowledge of the language an any
higher level:. their qualifications for intelligence work apart from
these twe not indonsiderable factors wore likewise nil. 	 Nor could they
in the position in which they found themselves look-to Amt VI for guidance
and training as the Amt had nothing-to offer them. There was no Referat
at that time competent for the country and the best that JOST could do for
them was to attach them for a spell to the then GruPPe VI H under Staf
KNOCHEN (later BdS Paris) vtich purported to specialise in suoh subjects
as freemasonry, Semitism etc. outside Germany, the connection between
that Gruppe and Iran not being too clear. Nevertheless the two agents
spent a short spell there virtually wasting time, although the Amt did
rise on occasion to the provision of a few books on Persia itself. JOST
_meantime as engaged in his normal difficulties of trying to persuade the
, Foreign Office to grant the necessary Visas.

E.cv.31:1

	

	 Tired of waiting both MAYR and GAMOTHA applied to be
creturned to the Army, a request which was granted. , Eventually however the

-vtA ET.s ; were ready by August 1940, and after a false atart which took them as
-far.as 140$00W before returning to Berlin because af.further °implications
with the Foreign. Office, the two Beauftragter finally left for Persia in
October.

(b)	 .Missipn of MAYR and GAMOTHA:-

In reality, , their troubles now only began, not
however by reason of the complexity of the mission assigned to them, which
consisted, merely of making thefeelves acquainted with the country and their
surrodndings pending the receipt of further instructions from Berlin. They
were inevitably fated to come into conflict with theForeign Office
representatives. Their position on arrival therefore was that they were
both untrained in intelligence and in W/T, had received no instructions in
sabotage methods, had boon unable to obtain any accurate information on the
country itself prior to their departure, wer6, given no connections already
existing in the country which they. could profitably. exploit, _had been given
no channel of communications apart fram the Foreign Office, which facilities
were promptly refused them and last but not least, had been given no specific
instructions on the nature of their mission. It is hardly surprising there-

. fore that the success or otherwise of their stay in Iran would depend
entirely on the intelligence and enthusiasm which they themselves displayed and

- not on any guidance from Amt VI.

( 0 )
	

The Allied Occupation in August 1941:-

413 events turned out their official stay in the
country was destined tube of short duration. In August 1941, Russian
and Allied troops occupied the country following on the attempted Arab
revolt, an event which took the German colony completely by surprise and
which cauked both MAYR and GAMOTHA to seek their awn way of escape.

'GAMOTHA succeeded after a hazardous journey in reaching Turkey. Where he was
interned_for a spell before retUrning to Germany in 1943 while MAYR sought
refuge among the.tribes with whom he had established contact. The results
achieved by the two during their stay had of course been negligible, except
for the. oontaots. whicsh MAYR had illade among the tribes, a factor which was to
prove of impbrtanap later. MAI. remained in hiding throughout the winter
during which time of course he was out of contact with Amt VI who were unaware
of his whereabouts.

"7'



(41).	 SCHULZE at Tabriz:-

' During MAYR's stay in. Teheran he .had contacted Dr. SCHUTZM,
the I Luft representative . at Tabriz. SCHULZE had arrived there. in May
1941 to carry out normal A:mei-1r functions,. In August 1941 SCHULZE
attempted to escape into'AfghanistaAbut was arrested near the border and
returned.to Teheran, where he was successful in Obtaining sanctuary in the
German . Legation, claiming diplomatic cover. While negotiations were proc-
eeding for his transfer to Allied authorities, 'SCHULZE succeeded'in escaping
and remained in hiding in the Teheran area for some . eight months, in company
with his wife, . The situation therefore during the winter Of 1941 ,'42 vas
that both . Amt VI and the . i,bwehr had representatives in hiding in Persia
withouthoweVer either service being aware of:their slocation Or:being able
ta . maWCOntact with them, The subsequent events in Persia depended entirely
on'the personal initiative - of these two representatives,:'

(0)
	

Developments in February 1942:-

MAYR for his part remained politically inactive during the
winter menthe in the Teheran region and it was Aot until ear1,y in 1942 that
he felt safe enough to restart his activities„ . By this . time . MAIR had got
the. 'feel' of the Country, and .had already conceived himself in the role of
a second . i Lawren00 of- Arabia l , this . timahowever On behalf of Germany. His
early. first steps were to create and foster an effectiVe "fifth column , among
the Persian'tribes'vhichOffered good scope for such work. In1Robruary he
was . Successful in re-establishing contact with SCHULZE by ' means of one of his
couriers VAZIRI while at ,the same time he visited the Japanese Legation in
Teheran to discuss'thectituation with the Japanese there.' Meantime a meeting
was arranged between MAYR and SCHULZE,.when it was mutually arrialged that the
two should,,,agi-eo to's:functional division of interest in Persia, UWER to
Coneentra'tó on the fostering of a fifth column and tile organisation of a
political ospionage • system; hile SOULZE would deal with military matters:
In 'April MA:YR again contacted the Japanese Legation now due for expulsion
and at this meeting the Legation bequeathed MAYR with five . old".W/T Se,tS,
while .MAYR gave the Japanese a message to be' Sent to Berlin via Ankara and
Tokyo giving an account of the situation and suggesting a code which might
be used if MAYR were successful in getting his WiT sets to wQrk.

The following month SCHULZE's position, in Teheran became too
difficult awing to the arrest of one of his.couriers,. It was then decided
that the division betwOon .MAYR and SCHULZE should be geographical and not func
•nal, MAYR to-remainin the North, while SCHULZE would be responsible for all
activities in the South, SCHULZE therefore left for thelmshgi territory,
establishing good. relations by promise of delivery' of arms and ammunition from
Germany, maintaining at the, same time contact with .MAYR in'the North by means
ti. • the coniieP . :Vstem.. SCHULZE also set about the preparation _of a landing
ground-for:the exPected expedition from7Germany. At the 'same' time he had been
provided with'one of MAYR i s WiT . sets to attempt to establish contact With

Attempts to contact Berlin;-

The major weakness' in the situation was of course that
neither MAIR nor SCHULZE had found it possible to contact Berlin, and the
continual' success of" their operations depended on help being provided from
the quarter in, order to keep the tribes in good humour. In August RIAYR sent
a . courier to contact the German Embassy in Ankara carrying with them s a letter
signed on behlaf of :SCHULZE which requested the despatch of a WiT operator
from . Berlin_and of course, money. The letter also suggested a code which
should be used in sending any reply.

, It is finteresting to note the method suggested by MAYR
for receiving 'messages from Berlin, a.method he had. already proposed in
the message _given to:the Japanese In Teheran in April. The'suggestion was
that the .Gerio*rwehOuld sendtheii4 reply quite openly through the -
'1CameradSchaftdienst i 'broadcasts to 'German Forces, .using at:the. same time

( )



the simple cede proposed. by MAYR. It was in fact by this method that
MAYR learned in the course of August that the message given to the
Japanese in Teheran had. reached Berlin via Ankara and. 1:okyo: . in October
a similat message was received through the same channel confirming the
arrival of the courier in Ankara and. promising • that "a courier was on
the ytc IL.YR with a message; ,a false ray of 'hope f' mAyR as when
the courier	 fact arrive with a message in the shape of a Small
pill irraPped. in paper; it was beyond even the ingepuity and resource
Of MAYH to discover what Message' the pill or paper :contained. Nothing
daunted, , MAYR sent L•k .. f.U.rther courier in January 192+3 to Ankara, this
time with Much More definite and business-like proposals, giving three

, alternative landing-groUnde for projected parachute operations and a
• code whereby thevtype of mission and the landing ground to be used would
be indicated, , In February a . reply WELS received that operations were in
course of preparation,

,(g)	 Events in,Herlin:-

.	 , After the occupation of Persia in August 194-1 both
the , 4bwehr and Aipt VI were completely 'Unaware of the fate of their
Oprese4ts.t1vies: in the country: and Were as a result quite' ignorant of
the aetivtioe, .q • MAYR "and.,SCHULZE during the winter of 1941-142. Until
MA,YR.la menage: was . received. frOM Tokio therefore, both services had been
pursuing independent lines for further operations in the country, the
Abwehr on their 'eide making some effort to use the Persian colony in
Germany for the purpose, while .Amt VI had taken no more vigorous action
than the sending of FAST to Ankara with instruetions to exploit the
Middle East territory, No specific; 'plans s.Were 'therefore in course of

. pr9paration, though it is to be remembered that in the course of 191+2 the
German	 were , already ,penetrEiting 'deep into Russian territory, and
.yz 0 presumajhly did. not attach too 'eat importance to Persia in the
; expectation that they would. enter" the country by military 'operations.
The' expected: and much-heralded. success in tho East would. make everything

The arriVal of the first message from Tokio preceded by
•a feir Weeks only what wp.S to prove tho -turning point' in the war: '- 'in
September both Stalingrad and. Cairo . seemed about to .'fall', by October the

.J.11ies were pountorattacking in tho desert arid Stalingrad remained un-
ce.ptured and a Russian counter-attack was on the * Way. • Interest in Persia
therefore- inereaded as that country represented a slender link between the
two Dewar's, At the time therefore when the importance of Persia in the
general pattern of the war beecune apparent both the ., ! bWehr. and. the SD
suddenly:bciCatte aware that they had active and enterprising representation
in theldOun., try,. and both Services set about exploiting the unexpected wind-
f4144

,
pral_.aticafLos 	

The collaboration between milt, and. SCHULZE 'presented
probloma to Berlin, as.bpth the Abwohr and Amt VI claimed that ex-

- .plottatien of the situation Was their affair. Finally it was agreed
that any Missteps Sept in reply to the appeals , of 'MAYR' arid 'SCHULZE . should.
be .Und.er', joint control, a factor whieh in fact was greatly • to 'weaken the

, effectiVenesS of the operations, In addition neither 'S'orvice . was inclined..	 .	 ,
to ti).e 7,0.1.d.ed by the recommendation of MAtR, whose specific request was for

Ver,/fi operator, Money and arms, To the SD however, Persia represented a
supply. line. to . RusSia,. and their main interest was to sabotage that supply
line, 'The' expedition therefore which was sent to Pcir0.a in the course of the
following year failed. to exPloit the situation to the best advantage and. a
potentially dangerous situation for the Allies did not fully materialise.
The ' expeditiens were ill-Conceived and rendered ineffective the good. work
of both MAIR.0.rici. SCHULZE during the long period. in Which they had operated

'	 •	 •	 --•	 •	 -	
.

•

(h)
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•

• (i)	 2.122_F2zag-tzlii...mediv-

'-' the Franz expedition cOnsisted of',siX agents, Ustuf
BLUME, Uschof ROCKBTROH, Oschaf HOI4PFEI;,. Uschaf GRTLTP, Obergefreiter
KOENDGEN and Obergefroitor KOREL. The SD personnel of the above 'had
been in" training afthe Oranienburg Camp where their training had
commenced at the end Of 1942. The importance attached to their . mission
by Ant VI is eNlidenood by the fact that the party was	 to a party
at which K DiAL re MINER; • SCHELLENBMG and R' 	 p.1.1. ;present. : Of the

M D.	 MIDAbwehr personnel KO	 N and KOREL; 'KO	 EN had been a Member of the
Brandenburg Division while KOREL had proVioUe experience in Persia; itself
where 4.:Ti ; p9.:ot he had. already mot MAYR in 1941. The Abwehr party 	 ore
would :hair & suited MAYR's purpose,' but VI inSisted 	 b!i&i with
the result that the final party of six was eventually despatched landing
in Persia in the first `clays of .kpril, the party soon being reduced to five
as a result of the death of KOR.EL.

The nature of the mission given to the Franz expedition
• in so far as it involiied sa.bots.ge2d4.d. not meet with . MAYR I s approval but in

this in:stance he WáS Successful in persuading the party to abandon their
missien and o onfoird' to- his ideas. The party split into two groups, 13LUBME
and KOLNDGEN going Seuth b.A the 'Dora' expedition, tii .th whom contact was
Maintained by Vf/T, tho Dora group :being unable to contact Berlin a,irectly,
In'additien a courier system was Maintained. It is to be noted that early
ih A.U.,gUst the Dora group- received. further arms and ammunition from Germany
•b'

(j)	 The Anton Expedition:-—

Meanwhile SCHULZE in the' South'wa.6 finding it increasingly
diffieult ."to Maintain geed relations with the Ob.ah'gai tribe's as his

'repeated promises of holi from Germany were not Materialising. When
'SCHULZE therefore learned by courier Of the Safe arrival of the-Pranz
expedition for his territory in the' South, a request . Whibh MAYR &Ay passed
and to which there came the ominous reply that .plana were already und.erway
'without however any inc.liction of the nature of' the . 6xpeciiti .on or its
personnel. Ivi;a:R , s fears that"again:"the eXpedition . Would. be NErrongly planned
and conbeived .'Were only too well fou:nd.ed: ' MATR's ..cencePtion was still that

• the -:sitUation in Persia lent itself to political exploitation While Berlin
thought Only in terms of sabotage. On July ` 1 .6th the .:4rted exPeditkoh landed
in

•	 ,	 .	 ,	 •.„	 .	 .	 ,
the South consisting of Pour agents .Under the loaderphiP: of ITetuf.ICURMIS

'-with Kurt PIWONICA Kurt -t'iRB1:71S . as VI/T loperators and a Per4/741 :41..terproter,
PARZAD. ,Though : tfie party Was :primarily SD, ;/;:bwehr I had Co.Pas:.borated in
the ' training and preparation;T:(,..R.ZAD haying been an 'Abwehr „agent :prior to
jeinitig 'the expedition. The choice of PerSonnel was unkortunate	 KURMIS
showed no intention of either acting under MAYR or even co-operating with him
being the typical Nazi fanatic, young, impetuous _and Antransigeant. KURMIS
had been in 1940 Leiter of :Abt VI : On the SD-AbsChniti .Memel..

• Deterioration in the 

It is a curious ' and signifiCant .featire, of events in Persia at
'this'tiMO':that where livgg and ta/trizg had mei with no little success in
establishing good relations ' With . the tribes, and foMenting a potentially

' dangerous 5th coitudi within: the country ' aiwing• thd . period in which they
acted einglY without help from Berlin; the situation generally deteriorated
when they succeeded in their primary object of 'establishing contact with
Berlin The ;1)d:in reason Of bOarstj .: *.lay in the fact that the policy adopted

• by Berlin' did not agree With' that Which had. been ik.oPeration for over a
year in PerSia.

In the'. spp.a. ) Of five Months three . expeditions had been.	 .	 ,
suocessfulIY cati-ied' but' 	 'Frani' expedition in the North, the reinforce-
ment operation for the Dora Group, and. the Anton expedition in the South, though
the Bertha operation which was planned to reinforce Franz did not materialise.
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In spite of those operations however the situation was not iMproved: apart
from the lack of cohesion in policy between Berlin . and Persia itself, there was
the additional factor that with the war situation now going against Germany,
the tribes themselves were lessdisposed to co-Operate especially in the
South where SCHTILZE . had been living on unVulfilled priaLises. Indeed SCHULZE'S*
andlaIRMIS's group remained virtual prisonersthroUghout the winter . of 1943
and were unsuceessful in making any W/T contaot with Berlin. Meanwhile
the•gashgai brothers• themselves 'were under arrest it Cairo and negotiations
Were opened up for 	 of i)crsonnel. Finally in March 1944 SCHULZE
and three others wore handed. over to the British Authorities, KURMIS,however
avoiding capture by committing suicide.

• The 'Situation in the North had come to a . head even more	 .
rapidly. In Augus0943 a Persian'army officer'was arreSted and admitted
having been in contact with MAYR. Through this' lead ROCKSTROH 'was
arrested with his NA set on. the 14th, MAYR himself the:follOwing day,
and HOLZAPFEL on the 16th. The arrest of GRILLE, "the other member, Was
not long, delayed.,.. The Dora Group was liquidated, soon afterwards. Thuo
by October 194.3 . the-Wi. SCHULZE enterprise had ,1;eian virtUally ended.

5.	 Syria Iraq, Palestine.

(a)
	

General:-

.	 The general picture giving the . background of Amt VI•.	 •	 •	 •
aotivity in these countries has already been giVen in Part I. There
was of course no direct representation in any of these countries and
exploitation of the territory was variously carried out froth Turkey under
FAST and DUPLITZER, •under the Unternohmen OTTO in 1941-43 and directly
.byGruppe.VI 0.in.1943-45.-The following paragraphs therefore merely
summarise the missions. which were directed by these various Controlling:
ageOies,•in-ohronolegical order. 	 •

.	 .	 . 	 .	 .••	 ._

.(b)..The Papadopotles•Mission:-.1

The . Papadoponlos mission in June 1943 'represented, the
first attempt by tienstollo 3000 under . VI F/O• to penetrató the.Middie
East, the mission given tiVapadoponlose.td his compani 	 VRENTIADES
being one at Sabotage and moral subversion. The missipzf was a .fairaFe
although LAVRENTIADES was eventually roloased after interrogation and
made•hia way to Cairo. The operation was an unimportant one, except
that it wasthe.firitsign of any Amt ' Vl s ac'tivity in the Middle-East
theatre.

• ( c)	 The Swedkowicz Mission:-
•

7KWEDKOWIdz was •a• Pole' employed. from 1940 in the organisation
t0DT. until his . r.3C7UIVIVII in December 1942 by the S3}. .Abschnitt haagenfurt.
That'Stelle . then handed'SWEDKOWICZ.ever to Att VI, .'hero VIp/O'recrUited
him for d sabotage and'subversive . mission, The Unternehmen: Otte had only
recently beencaeated'Under the order of HIMKLER (see Liquidation Report an
Gruppo VI F) anktheNahores-Osten Abtoilung came' Undor the 'control of Hastuf
MANDL,. later af'Gruppe s VI E. SWEDKOWICZ was trained in sabotage, handling
of weapons, and oypher, but not in W/T as his channel of communication was
to be by letter to a cover-address in Prague. After about five months.
intermittent training SWZDKOWICZ was finally despatched early. in July . via
.Austria„ Jugoslavia and Greed° to proceed through Turkey to either Palestine
or Syria with instructions .to join. the Polish Forces or Obtain employment
in some capacity with the. Poles, posing as a refugee. Once established he
was to• communicate through his cover-address giving details at his lecation,
when steps would:betaken:to contact . him through.another agent. SWEDKOWICZ
crOssed.the TUrkish frontier. on July 20th and gave himself up to the TUrkish
police, but was scion broken under interrogation.

(a)
	

The Merz Mission:-

The Merz mission remains still uncertain as to its exact
purpose: KriminaloberassistambOVERZ had been a member of the Kripo since



•
1935, who in the course of 1943 had been active on behalf of..Gruppe

• VI D of Amt IV in Poland . combatting Polish resistance movements. In
• the course of . this work ,me ' became aoquainted with the leader of a

Polish movement who openly suggested a rapprochement between the
movement and the Germans, also suggesting that contact should be made

• with the Polish forces in-the Middle-East with a view to presenting a
united Front against the Russiand. The suggestion did not meet with
official approval but later when MERZ had been transferred to the.Sipo
Hamburg he was summoned topnt VI through the recommendation al EYLITZ

--y of .VI . 0 whose acquaintance/he had made a few months before at a Kommissarls
course and who VMS Aware of his Middle-EaSt plan.. It was now Suggested
that the' plan be put inte Operation under Amt VI control. The subsequent
events leading up to the Actual mission are complicated in the extreme
and

*
 irrelevant to the purPose of this publication: in October 1943
104 .was sent on a mission .-similar to that given to	 COW.ICZ, that

is to establish contacts in'the Middle-East with Polish circles, and
once these contacts had been established, Amt VI . could exploit them
to its own advantage. It was intended 'in duo course to organise a
sabotage network working against the supply linos through Irak and Iran.
The sabotage side of this mission came under MANbL of VI F/0, while
the espionage aspect was dealt with . by VI C 13. MERZ was broken, and then
not completely, only after long and detailed interrogation. His mission
of course was a failure,

The Emannuel,Case:-

.The Etmanuel case represented the first attempts of VI 0 13
in the course of 1943 to strengthen its links from Berlin to the Middle
East through Athens and Turkey. Sine° the end of 1942 0 VI C 13 had had
representatives in Athens firstly through EYLITZ, subsequently through
TAPPENBOECK and finally- KOHLHA!,S, their function being to facilitate the,

passage o agents nto the Mirldle East, To strengthen this chain still
furth - 11■441L,AIRLr, Greek was sent to, Turkey in April 1944, to contact

DUPLIT AN in Ista ! •111 and assist the passage ofagents through Turkey.
DI was  arrested in Turkey on arrival.

(0	 The Chaoun Group 
•• The Ohaoun group s ociasisted of RtlymoniktiAQUNA his Ihrifs

and a Tunisian Arab, a member of the Mufti group: CHAOUN had been •

recruited for his mission through the Dienststelle in.Paris following
on his arrest in Southern France early in . 1944, after it had been learned
that he had a knowledge of Syria. After a short stay in Berlin under VI
0 13 CHACUN and . his wife were sent in the first stage of their,mission to
Athens where they were looked after by KOHLW1AS and, where they were intro-
duced to theirWT operator SLAMA, who had received his training with the
Mufti group at the Hague and Lehnitz. • The missien given to the Chacun
group was to organise a political espionage network in the Damascus area.
The party was arrested on landing on the Turkish coast,

(g) Th etay 

The Letay mission cloSely resembled that of the 0 cun group:
LETAY was recruited at the ;end of 1943 by VI 0 13 . through Stub	 DETTL
of VI E, after GAMOTHA had failed to persuade him to join ig- stili=VOrn
'Norma! expedition. • It had been planned that LETAY would be'desPatched to
5yeza through KOHLHAAS in Athens and EMMANUEL in Turkey but this arrange-
ment fell through and only after considerable delay was LETAY finally sent
on his mission . latein August 1944. LETAY surrendered on arrival and con-
fessed to the nature of his mission,

(h) The Rizos Case:-

Thtglzos inission was the , laSt'effort of NI 0 in the Middle
•

East. RIZOS . had been aCtive on behalf of the Italian IS, as early as 1941

(e)
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and was responsible for the recruitment of several agents despatched to
the Middle East from Italy. On the collapse of Italy he was oontacted
by the Germans and questioned about the agents for whom he had been
responsible. Quite contrary to fact RIZOS suoceeded in persuading
TAPPENBOECK of VI , 0.13 that a network still q5cisted and suggested that
he be sent to revive it in the interests of Amt VI, In July 19144
KOHIBAAS became ease officer for the enterprise and RIZOS was sent to
Berlin for final training. He was sent on his mission on February 1W4.5
and was arrested in Turkey on arrival and handed over to the British
authorities.	 ,Cnotaworthy feature of the mission was the large sum of
£50,000 carried by RIZOS.

The Atlas Expedition:-

TA° Atlas expedition to Palestine in October 1944
the, only eff ort.'on the part or Gruppe VI ,0 to exploit the Muft
whieh for nearly two years had been a source of considerable
the Amt. During the course of 1.943, the Mufti group of ag
under training in sabotage and W/T but no olear picture f
seems ever to have been established by VI O. In point
Atlas expedition Was conceived in its. initial. stages ,..b,
GrUppe VI G (Forschungstollo Orient) who submittedto-
1943 a detailed plan which he entitled. the 'Operation Elias' setting

nephew bl	 4LAND :formerly	 the
out 

Atab
a	

situation.
 comprehensive course

 LORCH' s
of actio to b adopted bi-171171

of 
to.exploit

the 
Larregiment Brandenburg offered his services for a mission on Palestine
both to Abwehr I and II before being accepted by Amt VI. WIELAND now
took over the Elias expedition.; renaming it Atlas, at.the.saMe time
making use of thegehrrogiment Brandenbum_to suitable material for
personnel. From .airs sourc8'hYlliiIy recruited 14. FRANK and Ober-
feldwebel DEINING4 Liaison was established with the Mufti grou from
which two further agents were recruited AbduggiITIF and Hapsa 	 L1Lk.
Preparations. for the, expadition oecupied -th-e greati* part ar1544,
involving much discussion with the Mufti regarding the control of the
mission, it being fihally decided that the technical: preparations should
be in the hands of WAND and Gruppo Vi 0, but that on landing the
Germampart of the group should merely act as a link between the Arab
part and the Mufti. The mission given to the expedition was likewise
parts,. the Arabs to organise guerrila bands to work against Jews and
Jewish interests in Palestine and control thorn, the German party to
provide the N/T communication and act as technical advisers in the
training of the'Guerilla bands. It was agreed'tbat 'the German party
would not undertake any independent action.

The expedition finally startedin October 1; 944 after some
delay, WIELAND; PRANK. (ind LAITIE beind arrested eleVen days after landing,

(J)	 The Iraoui Expedition:-

.	 The Iraqui parachute expedition which landed in Iraq in
November 1944 consisted of four agents of the Mufti croup who had
Undergone sabotage and W/Ttraining at the Bague and Lehnitz. The
training and planning of the operations were much more Under the oontrol
of the MUfti_than in the ease of .l Atlas' and it is noteworthy that no
GerMans were included in the.party. The mission given to the group was
that of Organising. armed bands to fight the 'Jews both in Palestine and
Iraq so that in substance the mission had an aim similar to the Atlas
expedition. Of the party; two were arrested almost immediately, the
other two, .neluding the loader of thg party AbuRALIH managing to escape.
It is not Imam-what success or otherwise was -65tZiEgj: by the two agents
remaining atliber;ty..

(i)

groupp• .
xpense to

ts had been.
their use:

fact the
OH of

in

in two
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Part IV. Grupce VI C and the Far East.

• 1 •	 Controlling Referate:-*-
• •

-•	 In the original organisation of Amt VI,Referat VI c 3
• under •Haachaf H11■11\.•1EY and Reg. Asat., WULLWESER (who died in late 1940)
• was the . .6empetent Referat for the Far East, this remaining in force

the .expansion of the Griapi)e in 1941 when the •F4.r East was spread
• 'over • Ileferist 4-11,11, with the following pubrdivisions.

.	 •	 .	 •

• • - -- • •	 Referat VI c 4-6	 Japan
.	 ,	 .

	H -1.1:	 •	 VI C:7-8	 -	 China	
•	 It

••••• •

VI C 9	 -	 Manchukuo, Innor and Outer
Mongolia... .• •

i •	 •	 , ; ,.	 ,	 .	 .	 ...	 .	 s	 .	 .	 .	 ..
VI c 3.0 * .;.-!.•	 Thailand and F. r. endh. Indo:-China.

VI. C 13. • . -	 .Dutch Indies and-T'hillipines.

•The nOtt, organisational 	 ,occurred at the time of
the general . reorganisation Of e),rup,pe,. VI ..0 in September 1944 when.

'' • ' • the qruppe was di-4-ided:into A.b, teilungen,, each Abteilung having its
: internal Reforate... The Far Eapt .,now eame,urider the control of

' '••• ••••AbteilUng:vi c 4; 'hailing : the -fellow:44g . internal orgmisation-t-

.	 • :Roforent : Stubaf WEIRACH,	 .	 .	 .	 .

'-Referat VI C 4a	 Into11ienco	 Ang.

.	 ..'•V1 C 4a I 	 VILIMING
, •.,	 ing .of ••apents • ,• • •	 •	 • ••	 •• •

„.
• •	 vi C	 •	 soi6nt,,4*,,c Analysis.	 OstUf

. .	 VI *C. 4b. I •	 pregs.,anci. Jcgir.r.4.41i.sta . 	•. •MINVVHFRG

.cusmu.4. p .•	 • : *Evaluation • .• •

	

;.,..	 •	 •	 ••	 •	 •	 ,••	 •	 ••	 •	 •-•	 •	 •.•	 •	 •
VI C 4c Ispatetion.• of aeports . .. ••'' • • .7,vittiki•tr...•

	

. 2.,	 Perfionalitioa:—	 ,	 ,	 • .•	 •••,•

The .Amt VI personalities concerned with the Par East
were feif.y .:An •number and :contained 'few' • speciali sts • until • the creation•
of Abt VI C.. 4.: in September .1944. • Iiirein . .1940. until•••1944,...the lenditig
•personalitios were Haste WEIRAUCH, Hastuf HFNER, Ostuf .LE0 and
Haschaf HIN:NEY •• The former Refor!_..1.i.. 	 speCiiaist
qualifications for the post he held, his chief virtue being his
indu•stry:and cOnacientieusn(350 • HEYE_ R 'had •been'in • -eharge of
In do-China- but via,a•‘•tr ansferv od . .. to :Abt	 •c 3 ( •ThEi • Near • Eas ti) in
October ;:1944...,: Of ,these ..early • personaIities only Ostuf MO had any
apecialist-:qualifteations: •.. .He had been the former director of tl,e
Propaganda-•Office Of .the••Rdiohsbabriiveberzontrale on Tokio, and had

*Japan •fer many years,. •received his doctorate there. •H.s
**knowlodge of:•Ja.pan was. thcirefore extensive. •

.	 •	 :.	 •	 •	 •
•.' • •.• ..•On •tho :Creation of • Abt VI. •C 4,- several new personalities

. with •Conai:dotabIe qualific ati ohs ' were 'introduced into the Abtei lung ,
:.:*•‘..- ..the-moat outatanding being Ang::•ICIRFEL • Eind Ostuf CLASSEff, both Of •

whom had considerable Japanese background. (C.LASSFN had previously
boon in VI C in 1941, but had spent the years 1942-44 in active service
at the Front). The Other newcomers, Uffz.. EINGMBEY and WILITRING
had no special qualifications.
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Representatives Abroad:-

VI C had no representatives in the Far East: 'the only
repronontation on behalf of tho RSHA was through theFolizei AAAache
MEISINGER, a Bavarian friend of MIMZIPR Amtschof IV who was qUite
unsuitad to his task and producod-no results. MEISI NGER had assistants
in Bangor and Shanghai. In 1940 a MT. Werner KOELN had gone to Japan
;to study there and was contactod by Amt VI with a view to working for

thorn, an omtorpriso which lod to nothing. MIX was a member, of the
S.S. Mannschaft Haounor who limited Sic Fur Elctorn uotivity to mild
liaison with MEISINGFR.

4. Amt VI and tho Japanoso:.-

Until too creation of Abt VI C 4 in September 1944,
Amt VI activity in tho Far East, had boon on a very restricted scale
as 'a result of official policy' which regarded Japan'as an ally to
be trusted, falling into . the samo category as Italy, whore the
Fuohrorbefehl had forbiddon espionage activitiOs of any kind. It was
considorod that a to picture of the situation in the Far East could
be obtained through . official channels and throUgh the various Japanese
represontativos in Berlin itsolf. The official attitude to Japan was
a friondlimo, but neither WEIRAUCH had displayed the same confidence
in their ally. Thoro .wFx however no recognised link between the
intolligonco sorvicos of the two countries though to a 16sper oxtent

contact had boon ostablishod'through Onodora in Stockholm and through
a cntact of MOYZISCH in Ankara.

5. Activities aftor 	 Croation of Abt VI C 4:-

This official attitUde continued to exist until too
end but with thO creation of Abt VI C 4.in September 1944 the
unofficial attitude *underwent a'markod change. Personnel with .
the nocossary . qualification wore introduced into the Gruppo and .
tho work of Abt VI C 4 was hencoforth directod towards providing
the authorities concornod with . a true picture of the Far Eastern
situation based on its own sources of information and not on the
official Japanoso statements. In support of this policy stops were
taken to recruit V-.Manner for thoAbtoilung and in addition missions
wore planned for .the'llospatch of agents to the Far East itself.
Tho recruitment' of V-Mannor . was in . ordor primarily to conduct
espionago operations .against tho Japaneso in Europe. This activity,
mot with no littlo success as tho specialists in tho Gruppo already
had well ostablishod contacts in Japanoso circles and in a short *
time the Abtoilung not only issued a monthly report giving a,
senoral picturo of the Far Eastern situation but also issued an
appondix to tho report forecasting the trona of future avents.
This type of work against the Japanos0 was groatly facilitatod
by the attitude of the Abtoilung itself which tended -6, be anti-
Japaneso in contrast , to . the official'pOlicy.. This development in
VI C 4 activity however vas of 'short duration as.by the end of the -
year all VI C activity was devoted to the situation on the Russian
Front.

6. Sources of Abt . VI C . 4:-

The main source 's open to VI C 4 were of two kinds -
through diroctintelligenco from the Far East through MEISINGFR
and' through exploitation of Japanese circles in Europe itsolf.
(MEISINGF2 proved to be a complete failuro and it was mainly duo to
this that stops wore taken to' set up an indepondent network in tie
Far East by the dospatch of V-Manner by submarine from Gormny).
This latter move was rendered inoperative owing to the deterioration
in tho general war situation.'



Organisation of Abt VI C 4:-

The organisation of the now Abteilung has already been
given.in'paragraph I-above.: The Abteilung was divided into three
Roferato,.one.eoncernod with Erfassung, one with analysis and tho
third with evaluation.. VI C 4a, the Erfr.ssungs roferat received all
reports which it classified and passod to VI C 40 for final evaluation,
that Roferat being responsible for the proparation of the onnsolidated
final roport for presentation to tho highor authorities suoh as the
Amtschef; the CM, the Foreign Office and the Ministry of Propaganda.
Reports were also passed by VI C 4a to VI C 4b whiCh acted as the '.ink
between the Abteilung and the Ostasium Institute under Gruppo VI T.
Referat VI q 4b was also responsiblo.for the maintenance of,a,cards
index on East Asiatic poisonalitios in public life.

8.	 Sources Availabloto.Abt VI C 4:-

a) V-Leute 
	 •

Mainly through CLASSEN and KIRFEL, the following V-Leute
were at the disposal of the Abtoilung, most of.thom . having connections
with Japanese circles in Germany

Admiral FOERSMU 	 Director of the beutsch-Japanese
Gesellschaft, Berlin.

Legationsra ., BRAUN	 Far-East Department of the Foreign
• Office.

Dr. JAKOB	 Assistant to BRAM.

Herr SCHABBEL
	

Liaison officer for the Japanese
Embassy to the Pr os s Department.

Fri. Alla NEM?
	

Chief Socrotary in tho Nanchurias
Legation.

HorrVOGLIM
	

Chief Secretary to the Japanese
Military Attach°.	 •	 - • .

AlOrr EBERHARDT'
	

Socrotary in the Manchuria
L.eg7,tion.

Frau Dr. HERZFELD
	

Scientist with East-Asian conn-
octionA.

Von , HOPFGARTEN
	

Chief' of thelndo-Chineso•Colony
Berlin:.

Dr. RICIIIM
Economic Union.
Head of Gormano-Manchurian

b) •German Sources:-

1)	 Abtoilung C 4 of the °KW:-

Provided intercepts of Far-
Eastern W/T traffic.

ii) Deutsche Nachrichtonbuero.

iii) 'Tranocean' InfOrmation Buero.

) Seehausdianst; the" .10 listening station of the
Foroign•Offico.



'Gorman Sources continued.

v) ,Tho 'Roland' Roforat in Hamburg, which is reported
•	 to havo provided information of

value from a sourco . known as
BORIS, details of which are lackin.

Tho Os'casion Institute of 'Gruppo VI G undor
Prof. DONATH.

c) . Odtsido Sources:-

i)	 Tho Polizoi Attache - YEISIFTER in Tokio.

.	 Abtoilung VI C 4.and its projoctod Plans in the Far East:-

) Dospatch of amonts:-

It was planned by *Abt VI C 4 to sot up, its own notwork
to oporato in tho Nanking area. For this purposa it was .Preposod.to
send Dr. KIRFEL as adjutant to tho Air Attache -there to work undor
cover as an interpreter, having as his chiof agents Indo-Chinose Tram
van TRONG, van ICC and van WAW, -who would respectively be placod'with
would rospoctivoly be placed with auxiliary W/T sots at Shanghai,
Indo-China and Kalgan. Tho agents wore givon W/T training through
VI F. The schomo was abandoned owing to the imminonco of the German
aollapso.

b) Liaison with the Japanoso:-

It was also proposed to sot up a VI C 4 liaison post .
with Onodorra in Stockholm but this project. did nO-Cmetcrialise.
The gonoral rolations of Gruppo VI C with the Japanese have *already
been dealt with, and they can be briefly described as being of mutual
distrust and suspicion. The Stockholm project was an isolated one
and was not indicative of any goneral improvomont botwoon the two
countries.

10.	 Conclusion:-

It is not difficult to arrive at the conclusion . that the
work of Abt VI C'4 was a failure: the roasoni for this failuro havo
boon aptly summarised by the Roforont himaolf, WEIIAUCH, who has
pointed out the lack of co-operation from tho Foreign Office, lack of
qualified personnel, the enormous distances involved, lack of directive
from higher levels, and the general lack of interest in Far Eastern
matters. The Abteilung had no independent sourcos of its own and was
hardly competent to handlo what information it did receive from other
source's, mostly ovort.

Arrests:-

There is still a serious gap in arrests affected among
personnel of Gruppe VI.0 as far as the Middle East is concerned. So
far all the information obtained on Amt VI activities against the
Miadle East has been obtained chiefly from captured agents them-

, selves or from members of Amt VI not directly concerned with such
activity. The target personalities concerned are the following:-

hage 35 ...
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Ostuf BELLING	 -	 VI C 3
Stubaf BEISSNER	 -	 VI C 3

Has tuf GAMMA	 VI 0 3

Hastuf MAT3IAK	 -	 .VI C 2
Has tuf HOER	 VI . 0 12
Stubaf SCHUBACK	 -	 VI C 12.-

Any of the aboi-o personalities turlei..:arredt .should be
interrogated on the identity of4sW/NI agents despatched to and
employed in the Middle and Near EàStS It is *hot considered
necessary to interrogate any.further on the organisation and
personalities of the,Gruppe itself. 	 •

•

W.R.C.3. 
28 .2.46.	 •.:

pistribution:	 Standard for Situation Reports.

. .



Chart of Distribution of  Work in Amt VI from 1939-3:945.

1939 - 1940 Early 1941 Mid 1941-42
t

1942 - 1944, 11944'- 1945
-

Administration
etc

.
Administra-s

tion,etcVI A,

-,

Administation
etc.

General
Intelligence
Tasks Abr,oad
(7 sections)

Administration.
etc.

VI B Technical
Section

Russia
Baltic States
Far East

Europe
Africa
Near East
(10 sections)

Russia
Far East
(11 sections)

Slovakia
Hungary
Roumania
Jugoslavia
Greece
Turkey
Iraq, Iran
Afghanisten

Russia
Jap an
China
Finland
Baltic

States

France
Low Countries
Switzerland
Spain
Portugal	 .

Russia
Near Ea9t
Fat East .
(13 sections)

France
Low

Countries
Switzerland
Spain
portugal
Italy
(since 1944:

Russia
Near East
Far East

(4 sections
by mid-44)

VI C

_

VI D

Hungary
Slovakia
Jugoslavia
Roumania
Bulgaria
Greece
Turkey

Anglo-
American

sphere
,	 '

9 sections)

Gr. Britain
Br. Empire
USA
S. America
Sweden
Norway
Denmark

Amglo-
American

sphere

(3 sections)

Anglo-	 .
American

.	 sphere &
Scandinavia
(from summer

1944)

VI E

Italy
Spain
Portugal
Central and.,,
South Amerieb.

•

Ideological
Enemies

abroad
sections)

(previously
VI HL

France
Low Countries
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Switzerland

entral Europe
Balkans
Italy
Scandinavia

Balkan
States

YI P
France
Low Countries
Switzerland
LuxAmburg

Technical
Section

Technical
'Section

Technical Technical
Section'

VI G

VI H

Gr. Britain
Br. Empire
USA
N orway

_
Ideological
Enemies

abroad

Research
(from August

1942)
Research

Ideological
Enemies'

abroad
_ - -

.

-

Note: The above Chart serves merely as a rough guide
'to the organisational changes in Amt VI. 	 The •
dates should be taken as approximate only.



Sachgebiet

Russia & Baltic States

Ukraine

Japan

China

Manchukuo & Mongolia

Thailand & French
' Indo-China

Referent,.

Reg Rat GIRGENSOHN

Hastuf DRESSLER

Hastuf WEIRAUCH

' Organisational Chantes in Gru ppe VI C 1939-45.

1.	 Organisation 1939-41.

Gruppenieiter - Ostubaf VIETINGHOFF-SCHEEL.

Ref erat	 §22.12E111.2.4	 Referent

•VI C	 Russia	 Hastuf WESTEINHAGEN

:VI C 2	 Baltic States	 Ostuf FOELKERSAM

VI C.	 .:.	 Far East...	 aschaf HINNFT

2.	 Organisation 1941-42.

Gruppenleiter. - Stubaf GRAEFE

Referat 

'VI-0

VI C 3 ••

Vi 0 4-6

VI d 7:6

VI

VI c 10,

	. VT-6 .11	 Dutch Indies &
Phillipineso

	

VI C 12	 -TurkEiy, Iran, &
Afghanistan	 Hastuf SCHUBACK

VI C 13	 The Arab countries	 Ang EM

3.	 Organisation 1942-44.

i

GRAEFE

ReferentReferat

Gruppenleiter - Ostubaf

Sachgebiet

VI C 1-3	 -

,	 II 0(Z)

VI C 4-6.

Russia, Baltic States,
and Ukraine

Unternehmen Zeppelin

• Japan

Stubaf HENGELHAUPT

Ostubaf ROEDER

)
. VI C 7-8 China )

)
VI C 9 Manchukuo, Mongolia ) Hastuf WEIRAUCH

)
VI C 10 Thailand:, French )

Indo-Ching )
)

VI 011 DUtCh Indies; )-
1°44711ipines )

OVER



APPENDIX II
(oont)

VI 0 12

vi 0 -14..

Turkey Iran,
Afghanistan

.' . Arab countries

.Iran (after an 1944)

:H3 t uf Sp'HUBACK

.Hastuf; BEISSNER

Hastuf GAMOTHA

Organisation late 1944-45.

Gruppen144.ter.- Staf RApP

Abt eilung
• ••

VI C 1

02

VI C 3

VI C 4

Sachgebiet 
.	 ..	 •

Administration
•

:Russlandabteilung

Ndh7Ostabteilung

Fernostabteilung

Abteilunosleiter 

.Stubaf LUMM

Stubaf HENGELHAUPT

HAstuf SCHUBACK -

-Stubaf WEIRAMM:C-

.10



AUTRATA

RA(iTRAUS

BAER

BARBOWITCH

AUGSBURG

' AUGSBURG Dr:

•.......•,
BECK Prof. Training in Porsik

• APPENDIX III 

botiôa Indox of VI C Personnel 1999-45-. 	 .

(Nbto:- The Roforat :ftor tho summer of 1945 is shown
only when definitely known. Arrostbd personnel
aro undorlined.)

.BAYIIR

•
'	 RANK IFs2ERAi

•	 -6.44. • 1944-45

1-14stuf ' V1 C(Z) .	 Later joined V1 Wi.
Brother of pi. AUGSBURG

Stubaf V1 C 2 Previously Apt VII. Deputy
head of Wanneeo Institute

Uschaf• V1 C Z

Hastuf V1 C .Z
' : (1943-4)

VI C I Arreated 22.6.45. British
zone

•
Stmann VI C I

Usutf VI C(Z) C.0. . of school at
Markusgruon 45.

Rottf.:. VI: Cn:Z

BEINZE	 Z•
Dorothoa

	

.1/I'c 13	 c 3	 Reported in Milan January
• .1945.

BELLING	 Ostuf	 VIZ 12	 VI C 3	 RepOrted'in Innsbrueck
May 1945,

-	 . .
ZELLINGHAUS	 Hpetuf	 VI C(Z)	 VI c 2p	 Dealt with poliOrvolunteers

for7LC(Z),
:

BERGER	 Ang	 VI C Z	 VI C

VI C 3

: Di	 I

BLUMHURG	 Ustuf

BOBACH	 Oschaf

BOm M	 ••	 . ;11'scha. •

BCES'	 ,Ustuf

BOLDT, Frl	 Sachb

BOSCBEINTIT Frl	 ..Ang

VI C 4-11
•

Dismissed ond of 1944 .

Dead

Noldohauptkommando Suod

Forschungsdionst Ost

Traneforrod to Istanbul
•94243

BOSSE-	 •Ostuf'.	 VII ;.0

BRAUN Ursula • Ang	 • VI C.Z



VI .0

of a Zeppelin Kdo

Dead .

VI C.
	

In Sandborge Training

DRESSLER Frau

DULKEIT

DUPLITZER

7

ECKEL2D

•EDER, Dr.	 ELS4i:11.t.

.ENGE1ifEYKI

Us-tuf

S-bubr:if

• h; .; .

Disohargod 1944

Hoad of P/1/ section1,q

.	 Z4.0;

VI c

;

VI. C Z

!

Vi • c "3
	

ItotwOsentativo_iii. Varkey.
Arrostod in British zone

NOE . IMF:MAT
.44; ,. 1944-045,.

REMAW

1, •!..,
BROSE,-tJt

•

BUCH;AANN	 Haste	 VI 'C Z

BURMEISTER	 VI C 2

HschP. '• ,BRECTH

cHRT$TAINFAT:	 VI c	 v1 ô-
3:45. 'ett Weichse1.3.45.

Arrested BritiSh..zeffeL•:CUSSSN,...Prof

CORD, Fri '	 Ang	 VI C 1)

DIETER	 :Pt14134...

•
piTgEa-	 HastUf

DITTRICH :.	• . .HastUf.

DRESSLM	 'HastOf Deputy Leiter, in ammand•
Kdo $Uod.Dead.

-
Dead

ReprosOntative in Turkey.
Arrested British sone.

Si'rede reportod to be nor
in SqPden

VI c	 • vvc Repro.thinteativo with
BdS GTZACOW

VI 0 4

EM,• Dr	 AA.T.	 VI. C I)

EVERHARDT	 Stusphaf- VI C Z

EYLITZ	 IIt.	 VI C ,12

FAST	 oitlY•

Dodd -

• .FAUST	 Haatuf	 ,VI C Z

1712pr,	 .	 vivo 12.

VI.C.Z
f-	 • ' Su'd'1941

FETTKOTHER.	 Hachf	 VI 0 Z

VEUERSAENGER	 vl	 Moldehptkdo Sued

Leite■t, Abt C Haupt..Kdo



. . 	 "

'

NRIE	 RANK REFERAT	 •
-	 -6.44.	 1904-45

RUMRKS

FLEISCHER	 Uscha VI C Z . Went to Havelinstitut
end 1944

FOELKMSAM	 Ostuf. VI C 2
•

GAMER	 Hastuf.. VI C Z Security Officer VI C Z

GALIMISTER	 Ing VI C 4
•	 •

GAMOTHA	 Hastuf	 . VI C 12 VI C 3 Reported to have deserted
to Russians in Vionna

GIRTIZISOHN	 Hastuf VI C Z Dead

GRALIW, Dr	 Ostubaf VI C Dead. Grupponleiter 1941-43

GRAMOWSKI ,.	.Hastuf VI C 12 VI C 5 Transferred to Gestapo
in 1944'

-	 '
GREIFE	 Ustuf •	 C.Z. VI Mombor of Haupt Kdo.of

VI . C(Z)	 •

•
GRUEN	 Stubaf VI C Z Liaison officer of HPt.

•	 •	 . Kdo South

GRUENING	 -Ang VI C 12 VI C 3

HANDRACK Dr	 Hastuf VI C 21).

HANISCH	 •	 Ostuf VI C.Z.

HART, Fri .	.;Ang VI C	 .

HASSELBACH	 Ostuf VI C(Z) . Member of . Wansoo Institut°
.	 • ••••

Stabaf.' VI C I Deputy Loitor VI C 1945

HEIMANN	 -HastUf -	 VI C Z.

HELLWIG-LARSEN Uschaf VI C 12

• HENGELHAUPT-	 Stubaf	 *VI'C	 VI C :2.	 RopertcWat Togernsoo
April 1945

IM•11a1ANN .	Ang
	

VI c 3

HENTSCHKE	 Stilschaf	 VI C 12	 VI 0 3
ar
	

Ostuf	 y1 0.4

HINNEY	 Ustuf .	 VI C .

HOEHNSCHEID • Otiti.kbaf 	 'VTC Z

HO INS
	

Stubaf.	 • • y1 c.z

Transforrod to Slovakia
as VI Ropr. to BdS
WITISKA (1.45) at
Salzburg 4.45.

Transforrod to Italy
bofore.'5'.'44.

TioIdehrtkdo Suet! ; .

,
Head of- training school
'Of ript.' • Kdo Nord.



NAME	 RANK •	 1t5FF2AT	 " :REMARKS.
-6.44. 1944-45-

•

HOESELBARTH	 Stubaf VI C 13 Previously Abt III BdS
Athens

HOFFM'ANN	 Krim 'Rat In Havelinstitut end 1944.

HORACK	 Sturmmann VI C 12 Arrested Vienna

HUBIG	 Stubaf- VI C Z Head of. a training Camp
Of VI C(Z)

HUEBNER	 Ustuf VI C . Z ,VI C 2b

HUETNER	 Ustuf VI C I

HUEGEL .	 Uschaf

HUHN	 Hastuf VI C Deputy Head of Training
Camp Tepl.

INSER	 Ustuf VI C 2a

JACKS'	 Schutz° VI C Z

JAKUBOVITCH	 Ustuf . VI C Z. CO of sChool at Kbenigswarte.

JANTHUR	 Pol. Soh. VI C Z

JORKE	 Ustuf	 . VI 0.12

JOERGENS	 HastUf VI C I

JUNG	 Hastuf	 . CZ Loft UZ in Oot.42.

KEMPF	 .Stubaf VI. C 2 tihief of 'bient.dliei
FRANIC2N lbsict Redwitz.'

KEITEL,Frl	 Ang VI C 4 Socretary to WEIRAUCH

URN - Stmann VI C Z

KIETER	 Stubaf VI c(zbg)
KIRFEL Dr.	 Uffz

VI C(Z)

VI C 4, Arrostod British Zone

Estonian, head of AussenKIROTAR	 Ostuf
Kdo of VI C(Z)

KLEINERT	 Stubaf VI C Z •	 Loiter of VI C(Z) Kdo.
1942-43

KLEINHAUS	 Uscha .VI C Specialist Turkestan
Activists.

KLINDWORTH	 UstUf VI . 0 Z VI 03

KLINGELHO.LIMK Stubaf. VI C Z Arrested British Zone

KLINGWORTH	 Ustuf VI C 2



KOSLOWSKI	 Rottf	 VI C,12

KOTHSCHOUBEY Ostuf	 VI C I

KRAUS H.	 'Stubaf . VI C Z

VI C I in 1941-42

Chief of Rpt. Kdo.Mitte
till end of 1944

At Ankara 1942-43

LEO	 0 tUf_

LEPEL von	 Ostuf

rIEBENSCHEI, Ostuf
	

VI CZ

IFIMARKSNAME	 RANK REFERAT
-6.44. 1944-45.

KOETTING	 Ostubaf	 VI C Z	 Arrested by Czech
authorities'. CO of
school at Hofstein.

KRAUS 0.	 Stubaf	 VI C Z	 2 Kdo NOM, 1945

KRAUSE	 Cote	 VI 0 12	 ' CO of W/T station in
•	 Turkey 1942. Arrested.

X2OCEER	 sWeichaf	 VI C Z

KURMIS Ostuf VI C 12 Dropped by parachute ih
.Iran and arrested. Com-
mitted'suicide, 1945.

•.'

KURRECK	 Stubaf	 VI C Z . 	 Sent to. Italy Feb 1945

KUSCHIN	 Ustuf	 VI C Z	 CO'espienage school at
Toichwaldunder K.clotte.
1944.

LANGNER	 Uschaf	 VI C Z

LAUTENBACH	 'VI C 2	 Arrested American 'zone,

LENGitLING	 Habtii.f.'	 '1./1C 13	 Involved in fraud and
..... . arrested by 'German author-

ities May 1944.

LOECHELT	 Haste' 	 VI C Z

VI C 4	 Japanese expert

TVI C 2

Transferred to VI A on
amalgamation of UZ and
VI C November 43,

At Ulrich near Salzburg
April 45. Formerly VI B
later VI P end 1944.

LOSCH	 Haschaf	 VI C Z
,

. LUMM	 Stubaf	 VI C 1	 In charge of agent training
for VI C(Z) •

MEHLERT	 Hastuf	 ,VI C(Z)	 In charge of agents' .
identity papers.

MEHRING	 Ustuf	 .VI C Z	 Security officer VI C Z

METZ Paul	 ' VI 0 Ges	 Arrested American zone.'
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NAME RANK RarALUT
-6.44.	 1944-45.

7-1vvaKs

MACH Krim Korn ' VI C 12

MARSCHKE Uschaf VI C Z

MANSIAK Hastuf VI C 12 VI C 2(?)

MAYR . Hastuf VI C 12 Representative' in •Iran
1941. Arrested in.TeherAn
mid-43.

MENEBROCKER Cache VI C Z

MOM Hastuf VI d 12 Representative in German
• Embassy Ankara (mid-44).

Returned to Berlin 44.
• Formerly VI

MOLLICK Dr Aug 0- VI C'3

MOYZISCH Stubd* VI C 12 Renrosentativo in Turkey.
Detained British zone.

NEUMANN,. OstUf.	 ' VI C 12 iiransferred to Amt VII 44.
RIertOT;I• ,

,

NAEHLER Haste' .. VI C I Liaison with VI F.

OLZSCHA Hastuf VI C 2 :.	 • Head of Turkestan Institute

OPITZ, Frl. Ang . VI C 2b

PATEK VI C 12 In Ankara in 1943.. Arro'sted.

PAULSEN
,

Ostuf. VI C

PAUST Hasiuf VI C I' VI C I Transferred Herresgrupbe
SCT-1031M . 1944.

PLOEGM,Ft1 Ang VI C 2a

PFISTERTY Hastuf VI C 12 1943 in Greece and Tunisia
for VI -,lator VI F.

PFITZNP .H4stuf VI C 12 Transferred to VI F.1943.

PREUss Rottf VI c 3

PRIEB Ostuf VI C I

PROSSDORF Ilstut VI C

QUOOS 904! VI C Later to VI F.

RADLOFF, von In Porschungsdienst Ost
1944.

RADEMACILSR . hag	 VI. C 2a
Fri.



Has tuf

Oschaf

Ustuf

Ustuf

Ustuf

Hastuf

VI C Z.

VI C Z

VI ,C 13

VI C Z

VI C(Z)

VI

VI C

Stubaf	 VI C Z?,

ffochaf s	 VI C Z

Stubaf, 	VI C Z

SCHUBACK

Hastuf . 	VI C Z

Later L.o. to Gpnoraa
VLASSOW

Moldehptkdo. Sued. Formor
In )3

SCHROER

.SCHULZ.

SCHULTZ

Stubaf	 .VI C 12

Ha.A41.).	 vrc 173

vT.c 15 .

VI C.10

Hastuf	 VI C(Z)

UstUf	 VI C Z

Haschaf VI C 2

EDWENOW

SEMJENOW.

SIELINSKI

• .

.H".W

SCHUMACHER Ostuf.

SCHWARTZKO7F June. ,1945. Last seen
Flonsburg.

.Head. of Unternehmen VLM.

NAltE	 RANK
	

RAT	 .	 RFMARICS
-6.44. 1944,45

VICRAF?.
	

Staf

- R0.1121132 Dr
	

' OstUbaf	 VI C Z

ROBRIG
	

StUbaf	 VI C(Z)

RADETZKY von Stubaf , 	VI C. LaterVI C representative
Bds •Slayonks.. was L.0.; in
VLIASSOW COKMITTEE.

Gruppenleitor VI C 1944-45.

Later VI A.

Head of Abt A - of a
Hauptkommando, later,VI C
Represontative at Prague.

Oschaf

SCHOENEMANN . .Stubaf	 vi,c z

ROhTMANN.Dr

ROSTIIi/AULLER

ROULEAU

RASCH

SADOWSKY

SAKUTH

SAL7MANN

SCH.AFFER 

scirqzpuli.

SCHINKOWSKI

SCI-IRADIZZ

Head of,Sandbergo. Camp 1943.

(11.43. .) Head,ofcSandhorge
Camp after RASCii7.-.

Believed killed

-
CO of school at Glatzen

Leiter of Zenpelin Kdol.
in 1942-43. Later ATI 2h.

Head of Sandberg° Camp.
Left January 1943. ,	•

VI C Z,	 CO of school at Jagorheim

SCHROEDER • Ustuf	 VIC
	

Deputy for REICPERT
•
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NAME RANK REFELT	 •
-6.44.	 1944-47.

PFMARKS

SPIER Ostuf VI C 3 •

.	 .SPIEKEMIMW Ostuf VI.0 12 Dismdased early 1945.

•	 STAUB/ von VI C I VI.0

STAISCH . ,Interproter VI C 3 In Iran 1943. In.Berlin

STEINBACH Ostuf.• • VI C Z Moldehptkdo Sued.

•	 .STEINBERG Ostuf VI C 12 Transferred to Istanbul.
1943.•

STEUDLE Dr Hastuf VI C . 2a Arrested Amerioan zone

STINAUER Stuscha VI C I:

STIGLMAYER Ang .VI C I

STOLTZE . • Stubaf VI C Z

SZONN Uscha VI C

flaatuf VI C'2b Arrested British zone

TEFFENBOECK Stmann VI C 13

THOM Uschaf VI C Z

TSCHIERSKY Ostubaf VI C Hr;ad of VI C from 5.44.
TranaferredlOienststelle
Pruetzman.	 •

-	 _-	 •
UNGLAUBE . HaStuf VI C Head of Training. Camp of

the . Unteimehmen UHU in 44.

• 1
UDET Itschaf. VI C Z

UNGERE[. ' Saohb	 • \ff.
STERNBEMG

VIETH .Hastuf •	 VI C Z

VIETMTGHOFF- Stubaf	 VI C	 Gruppenleiter 1940.
SCHEEL	 .Y

VOLLHEIM	 Ostubaf	 VI C	 Grunponleiter 1941.,

VORNDRAN Dr J . 	VI C 12	 VI, C 3	 Arreted American zone.

WEIRWOH	 Stubs! .VI C . 4-11 VI C 4	 "Transferred 12.44. as Abt.
Leiter VI to Bds HUngnry.

• Detained at UP.'

• WEISE	 Ostuf. .	 VI: C
,

	

WELLHOENiR Has tat'	 VI C 12
	

Transferred to VIP 1943.
Arrested British zone.

WERNER VI C Z



tubaf	 VI C 12 '42 VI roprosentative'"
. Istanbul. Detained-.
zone.

WESTERNHAGFB Hastuf	 VI C I
• von

.ygIECK Dr	 Ostuf	 VI C 2b

././ILKERLING Rottf	 VI C

-WINALLI	 'Oschaf	 VI C Z	 Arrested by Czech
authorities.	 s

• •

vg'r
VI C I

WORTINAMT: 'U

ZINO	 St

WULLWEBER	 Reg As
9-40.

.Mo

NAME	 • PLANK	 RFPFRAT
-6 . .44.7 . 1944-43.


